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Friday morning - May 31st was not too productive a session except that it 
probably gave/ ~h opportunity to air a few things without ti resolv~ .?'J,...... 
Mr. David Dennis had been insisting all along that we have got to call 
wi'tnesses and this had been his point as a man who evidently had made 
his living practicing a good deal in the courts - had a great deal of 
strong conviction that the interregation process is the best way to get 
to the truth and he wants to call witnesses and have fl),lt dfe~sed hearings. 
There are mE:ero moments which I suspect that he has a/I~fen~ Sam Ervin 
syndrome that might be motivating him in-this. In any event, we had some 
exchange in the committeeour rules had already declared that we wouldnrt 
consider this until we had completed exek.mg:Rzxz the presentation of the 
evidence so we had an exchange about procedury about whether we could 
make a motion or whether it would just be a matter to discuss and we discussed 
it and basically the problem confronting us is going to be how we are going 
to achieve a balance between our ligitimate interest in expeditious handling 
of the matter - this is more and more becoming a factor. That on the one 
hand and on the other the pursuit of the truth. So after the meeting - this 
was not resolved.I asked counsel myself from time to time whether they 
were prepareing a list of witnesses and they assured us that they were 
working on it but they have been reluctant to produce a list. 
David Dennis had a list there which he thought we ought to call and the 
list was extensive and of course it illustrates more than anything else 
that werve got to figure out some way to hold it down. And after the 
meeting I stopped and chatted with Peter Rodino about it because I 
~ll 
said 
ems. This is 
got it to do since 
C:..1.. 0..1.J.U .::>1, .. U.JJU..L .L. "..LLLC:J.J. U.C:UL...LVJ.J.C, ..L.1.. WC: .lJ.U.VC: U.lJ.,Y VLJ..l~rs. 
n ::inn,::,::,l t-n m,::, mn-y,,::, ::1lt-l,n11al, T t,1::ic:: ,::,::,-y, ,,::, 
My thought all along is tba:t ~m ~hould have taken deposition~ - that is 
that the committee staff ought to go out and interview these people and 
we 
early in the game h d ressed them on · d ressed the counsel EN for 
x ruleson ±ki.x depositions so that we would know how it would procee. 
Well' apparently wl'ren counsel got to the point of writing these rules, 
tb..ey concluded tha!_jt_woul.d uQt work _QIJ.t.. I mentioned this ggain to 
Rodino and he s-aid your d better talk Hbout it to Jenner about depositions. 
And the implication in that was that Mr. Jenner has had broad practical 
experience in the area,x~EMXklmN. It also i llusf rates to me that we are 
deeending more and more on him f or his - as t be one man who has ~ trial 
experi ence. Idid check witjl him. I was distrubed that I had· · 
until he ha-& finished an interview with reporters because my 
was that counsel wasnrt supposed to give out interviews. 
This was on the Friday -
This was still on Friday after the meeting was over and I wanted to talk with 
Jenner and I had to wait ±Ex until the reporters finished with him which was not 
~~~x~~ a discourtesy on his part but he didnrt know I was there. But I felt 
like this man canrt resist the temptation to comment. 




But his view o e ositions was that the would create more problems than 
it wo d solve because of the fact that counse or t e wi ess was en itled 
"lo "be pf'esent and we would have objections and they would come to the 
committee in the like and he felt it would not save time. And ITm :liJmi:wb<. 
I thjnk tirre js becoming more important than 
,;::=,J'...,.,,...,.,,,-.,-.~T"lrT" Y"'r'l"l: 7 .;..,..,,....;-1-..,+!ion at the l.5v:ntl I 11, iPI I 
--8. '" 
~
>.f;;i,it out of town wo he canTt cooperate wit;!;i. i:Hs @Bwrnittee. I tld1J< it·s the 
sort of thing that won't escape the notice of the camnittee and once 
i 
more heTs case by - and indeed ev thing - by his pre-
11t::11L Lu u.1. L11..1..::, country - announcing 
, ,, Russia - sue an obvious attempt 
!, occu a · s aa o the substance. ~ -'/. d snTt necessarily color iu this case but I think itTs poor. 
'1/' ,,,Jl~ It• s a mistake and hi~ affair. 
. ··_.✓ ,, 
~;~ But after I talked with Jenner I was satisfied that this is correct 'fl -, and we should probably not go the deposition route so thatTs where we 
left that. 
We had an extensive discussion again about when the evidence was going 
to be released that is whatTs been accumulated to date and I think we 
just wasted time. I put - just made anotation that we had spent a lot of 
~ time talking about what we were going to talk about again when we get 
 to it. But it did give a chance for everybody to express themselves and i:/1 r I suspect that it made some headlines back home and we can T t lose sight 
~ 
of the fact that this particular jury is an elected jury . • 
• The other thing that I neglected to mention is that during the course 
of the preceeding week I just chatted with other republican members of # the committee because obviously there are some ffifferences develo ing 







~~  , 
V 
ostilitv eveloping ~~~~~~ people and 
ing oes not which is snort ren'IP'ers 
aiill things of that nature usua~~Y go along with stress 
differences in significant areas so I 1 m impressed that we are still at 
that stage imrra~z~e~s~mili±xexz*z±aa± in our exchanges where our 
personalities - we haventt ~otten really to the point where we start 
falling out - maybe we neber will - an -' " ·' -
The closest to that I guess was the time when Cohen was the only vote .. 
Yes, that 1 s right. And that was certainly not at a degree that you would 
expect in a ... (telephone interruption) 
Now, of course, there may to me 
but it hasn 1.t Deen apparen in an thin have 
a no a ion in ermidab e iscussion o ri ay morning -
and I was a little bit impatient bec•fc*•,-~~ to get away -
caused me maybe to reassess my earli t sfatu,i(of the committee 
the day before but that 1 s interesting - itrs interesting that I felt 
that way this morning. I also noticed when we got there on a Friday 
morning that the small crowd that we - the public interest in what 
is going on is way~a- little bit - if the presence other people and 
the press is an indication - there is an area set aside for each member 
of the committee has one chair for staff member or wife or ~~ix±:iEN 
whatever relationship you might h~ve with the particular person that 
occupys your seat there and most of these those seats were empty on 
Friday morning. There were two or three rows for visitors which were 
full but there wasn 1 t a big line out in the hall so public interest may 
be waning or maybe they 1 re becoming more perceptive but in any rate Friday 
morning was not the sort of thing that would restore confidence in the 
- - -
















Now, All the weeke hectic weekend for me. I had - I drove 
home on Friday - and it takes most of the day to rive home. Friday 
night nothing unusual occurred. I had a speech on Saturday0night 
and Sunda birthday nd · rs bacculaurate and Mt111day I had 
an a day Senior i ixens eminars all over y - information seminars 
which incidentally worked out very nicely. I was real gratified to know 
that this effort was working out and then I had another speech on M0 nday 
night before I came back early Tuesday morning. I got up and caught the 
8 a.m. plane TUft§day morning. I · e articles in the Richmond Times 
DispatchxaE181Mi:/ Cfiarlie McDowell and my mother in aw was ind enoug to 
caii up and tell me she 1d read it. Also in the Washinton 
of the whole committee and I i ied t scr1becr-:a:s 
a 181:NR ee. __J\11 of them weren rt so good. 
I was interested to find that Joel Maraziete was described as the man 
first out of the room and available for the tv cameras. And so I wasnrt 
surprised when I came in on Tuesday morning to find several people 
referring to him as T!Streaker Maraziete. 11 
The inte~tin~ t hing_ over the weekend was - I had s~R a speech to a 
telephone company pioneers which are veterans of the telephone company 
and it was a dinner speech and I wa~received at least two letters in 
advance of it and several cautions there that they dfdn' L want to .. 
t was interes ing is a service 
organization of telep one emp oyees tion in it was as 
loyal Americans they didnrt want to be Eeminderl of the situation and 
tI-r"ere must be eurnetlring else to talk about. ~o I tola jolee~ for 30 minutes 
which may or may not be a change of pace. But it was interesting even 







The Senior Citizens Seminar simply didn 1 t mention the subject - all those 
poeple I saw - none of those people mentioned it - maybe one or two. Old 
folks say werre still with the President but thatrs about as far as it went. 
So I didnrt do much toward sampling opinoin this weekend. 
Tuesday morning I got here on the plane in plenty of time for the 10 a.m. 
meeting. I noticed Mr. Jenner in a little informal chat before ±kRx hand 
I admired his bow tie. I told him that I thought they were always so 
distinctive - that he couldnrt wear them more than once or twice because 
everybody would recognize them immediately and a man of his stature 
couldnrt keep that up for very long and he promptly showed me that he had 
f~ur-w_§l_y rever sible bo_w ti.as which~~you can turn th~m ov~r and use 
t em fol.Il'.' differe · s which I thought was some insi ht into t fie"man. 
But I on t know whatr itrs wort ut a reversi e was s 
and a four-way reversible bow ti'e is really news. 
This was Jennerrs far as presentin the evidence - up to this - as 
far as presenting the Watergate stu f - John Dore had done it. But this was 
ITT and Jenner~ is very systematic in his presentation. He made - his 
attention to his presentation was very good - it was very good in itself -
ho h ~ n h;~ ~r~ff m~n rhR~R helnin~ him and fEeding him his lines from 







time to time. Course he read from the book like we 1 ve been doing all along. 
A£xR~ And it wasn 1 t much in ITT - there a whole lot of interesting -
but I thought that Jenner 1 s good_- be gave us 
a list _of playe~ - it - and then 
he Llescribed t e s i ze of ITT it out o him that 
hislaw firm represented orte of the cases involved in the ITT antitrust suit 
in Illinois and we N~E wormed it out of him that that case was won by his 
- he gave us that gratuitus information. He also pointed out that that was 
before any questions were raised in this so there certainly wasn 1 t any 
conflict there. But I think it was appropriate of him to mention it. 
I guess basically there is a difference in Jenner 1 s style and Dore 1 s style. 
it 1 s hard exactly to put your finger on it but each one of them has perfected 
the monot~ne - that 1 s for sure - and Jenner has a tendenc~ to beat a dead 
horse/fRt Dor e twaxtsx~s~Rx I noticed at the end of the day and we 
really coumdn 1 t speed this thing up and not lose anything - Jenner felt 
compelled to canment on each aragraph while Dore would simply go to the 
mem er the one towar t e en w · e wa 
a short paragraph where it said Kleindist was confirmed by the Senate on 
one day and Kleindist was sworn in on such and such a date. If there ever 
was a situation whereyou could pass on to the next paragraph - it spoke 
entirely for itself - that was it. But even then Jenner felt compelled to 
give us a little gratuitous comment. Dore would have passed on. I think 
that 1 s one of the differences in style. 
~---L ~..., ,,....,L--.. ..... L '1: stuffed shirt when it BEm comes to being patronizing 
- not deliberately patronizing EN~ but he 1 s not a quite as down to earth 
as John Dore 8t;l8rthat 1 makes his presentation a little bit difficult 
and he 1 s also/ incianed to bluff his way through when he doesdn 1 t know 
- John Dore will stick his foot in the ground and say he 1 s thought it 
through if he has and if he hasn 1 t, he 1 ll say that he hasn 1 t. Jenner~ 
inclination in this presentation was if he didn 1 t know was to - or had 
forgotten was to bluff his way through it a little bit more but he did 
have a staff man there that was totally familiar with it and I don 1 t 
think that created any real problems for us. 
A new word for me was the word recused - RECUSED - and that 1 s what 
John Mitchell did - with reference to ITT - somewhere between excused and 
failure to get involved - but its recused. And_Jenner got a big kick out 
of using that word - he used that three or four times and I was too embarrased 
-m tell hTin I didn I t know whk t it meant. But I figm·ed 1 t au L aft er I llis-fened 
l'"r"I it for ;:i while. -
n .- We got into the qulstjj~,ff the President 1 s iniglvement into the policy of 
v, ITT and it 1 s pretty'to m~ that the policy in xx~s§ituatiornwas not dictated 
P>7j·_ ,,J by anything except the ):!:'esident 1 s strong feeling that zkixzwaszxbRzE:id~ 
~- ou dnn 1 t attack EN bigness for bi ness sake nd he White House particulary 
, ~. Er ic an 'was insis ing on memoranda an clearance with t e White ouse on 
~, ~ ~ these kind of policy decisions. And Erlichman was getting these memoranda 
ln I,,- from Mcclaren and Kleindist on these questions. And what was interesting 
1~. was - to me - was that Dore ointed · the civil · s cases 
~ ~~ tha a that the President was involved but never went to the e:xeent 
~~ 
that - the White House was involved-but never to the extent that it appears 
· in all these memorandums that it was in this instance. 
"V 
W You mean on the Watergate g cases ... 
B No, it was ITT - antitrust - there were several memorandums called to our 
attention dealing with antitrust policy - exte~memoranda sent to John 
Erlichman as the President 1 s counsel. John Dore 1 s observation was that 
they wouldn 1 t have done this in Johnson 1 s instance - i£x~mMNXEN that Johnson 
put his imprint on civil rights policy but never to this de id 
Page 5 6/5/74 
B get this extensive()i.nvolved. 
M action to :t:ki:s was - well so what - I didnTt think it was necessary 
for him o make that comment and I was little bit disappointed in him that 
he did but certainly what he agreed to was not inappropriate ... inappropriate 
for the President to do that and I certainly think not. He 1 s certainly 
in charge of the Executive Branch. 
Dore also - at several stages in our proceedings, it was mentioned that 
a the President met with Gineen and the suggestion was made by committee 
members well - why havenTt you got more extensive memoranda on this -
x and so forth - and ore I think was very fair when he said we canTt make 
o mu h meeting with a ers ecause thatTs the Tve ·ust 
done it· mee ings wit .n number of them 
a and that doesnTt necessarily mean any impropriety anymore tan JUS 
doing the job - itTs meeting with a constituent - like anybody else might 
do. So I think Dore was fair in his comment and I was pleased with that 
development because I - there isnTt any question about m ohs ation of 
it - Gineen was a pusher an i en was an accomodater :a:mi a gracious 
host §t!nse hilt i don· t tJelieVE! -rri:~re was any :impropriety or SU estic5ns tt 
., , "' c my view o e moment but - ITll get 
- the other observation is the number of 
inquiries. 
There were a number of inquiries that passed by us - dealing with the 
whole Watergate - the whole ITT thing - that were neyes onlY.2_ - which 
is an issue of .impropriety - exchanging between the White House and 
Colson and people of that nature dealing with the whole antitrust area 
but I think this maybe wasnTt necessary and thatTs my view of it - it 
wasnTt necessary and probably just a lot of overclassified information 
and thereTs no indication in · ht committments were made for 






One other interesting thing - there was a White House memoranda that indicated 
that something had to be done and ITve g3f. forgotten what it was - now but 
itTs tab 53 if I ever want to look it up - but the marginal notation was 
quotes in hand - thatTs written in long hand - meaning this 1s 
fiat got to be followed up and then to rhe ri ht of fliat w~e two 
, ines - now thatTs Whi e ouse s or an an that shows up on e 
memorandum aNiaxwkeNz:twNzl~e:szshNWR0Xta!UZ*z±h:atxmRaNsxi±zxzNeRID<.caE1BR that means 
--1"/ SOmethingTg got to be done and when the two lines show up - that OOHN:a:sxi means 
, itTs been dooe ,»1st another indication of a pretty well organized operation 
which I thought was interesting 
~ 
OK now we did listen to the telephone conversation of the controversial date 
I believe itTs March 
p;. Ct 6/5/74-
B Now Irm dictating this memorandum on Wednesday morning Juae 5th - our 
W •j;., hearing on Tuesday morning June 4-th - reading the view of the Washington 
n}p-''f. . Post!of the conversation which I am just about to talk al:out and I'm 
~
rr• -~ ineterested for the view that the Washington Post takes in the news article 
~ ~ by Byrons and h t the ta es we heaY.d efflided fo su or·t fl11esidtlt 
~ Nixon s contention that his decision was ased on olic not o 1t1cal 
1 reasons. _Jhat was a1 y w at I heard but ~t ,-™_ not -:;ts my ~cl.iat:e v!ew of wha1:_~ s 1 110S t Bi-g-rd-£:i:eanl: that took place yesterday. 
i,t~) . i..:..4') • ·, But what happened was that there are two tapes involved - one is the tape 
"7 on the telphone and the other was the tape of the - picking up the 
conversation in theroom. We interrupted our conversations within the 
room to take the telphone conversation and so we had two tapes sort 








of spliced together yesterday during our development. So that manipulation 
was interesting but we did - they werenrt long into the conversation 
bwtween Schultz and Erlichman and the President before the President 
said well, Ir11 get Kleindist on the phone and he got him on the phone. 
And if there was ever any doubt in Kleindistrs mind about the Presidentrs 
views it certainly was gone by the time - because it could not have 
been more adamant. He sa sin no uncertain terms - drop the oddamned 
thin - don rt get in another a ese things. It 
was so firm an c ear t a ~ room burst 
out lau e we ecause there just wasn rt 
any doubt at all. ts a so perfect y c ear to me from what we 
heard unless this was a complete fabrication - which I donrt think 
it was - that this was a policty decision on the Presidentrs part 
that he felt like the administration was getting the wrong view and 
he had a subsequent conversation with John Mitchell in which John Mitchell 
came straight to the point and said itrs bad ~»li~~z±0xgRE politics to 
get messed up in cutting off this fee. John Mitchell says there are 
other ways to save ITT. But the didnrt pay any attention to 
that and tbe Pr_esident said - and I think its ow 
, · , • · , what their roblems were. He just didn rt 
want the administration to be stronger antitrust tan MX preceding 
adm1n1stra was impresse y t e esidentrs sincerebelie 
in these conversations that the trust busting is gpt of :;,ryle. That was 
basically his thought. -
Did he at some point say to Kleindist - you aonofabitch, donrt you 
understand the English language - did that come into play on this 
tape, I remember reading that. 
I donrt remember that. He didnrt say that in what we heard but he said 
drop the goddamned thing about 20 times - is that clear? Get rid of 
Mcclaren - send him to Guam - somewhere in there - no, Irve forgotten 
- but in the course of the conversation that was what he said do, wer11 
send them Guam if they donrt cooperate. I xi.K think he was 
t that conversation. 
We did listen to a whole lot of collateral crap that wasnrt necessary and 
then the committee wanted to know why that was - why Rodino felt that was 
necessary - well Jenner said he put the whole tape in there because it 
shows how the President operates. iDRc~fxcke He made the decisions. 
ne of the things that occurred to me was the President, certainly in 
March 1971 - April 1971, itrs hard to realize that was over three years 
• ago, was strong anu firm and there wasnrt any question on how he stood on ]\-l1hat and how he put but That contrasts completely with the President we 
b"Jl heard discussin in A ril 1973 or thereabouts - fwo years later - .the 
/1 p n o He was 1rm and in cliarge of the conversation is my 
(~19 \. recol ec ion of it at this moment in 1973 but if its on a numerical scale 
w~ 
6/ 5/ 74-fif·' 
B o~~ort - tbe President 
W'~ th.i!_ e was in l.iZL It lends 
:,,,,,1  difection was not as clear as 
as an 
er/ individual in 1971 
v1ew that the Presiden 
if before wifh ~nfnre 
~ (;,,~A ;i)..$75,DOO. 





the new rules of voting in the House on suspensions just kept us tied 
up a little bit longer. 
may 
You think now the Presdient mxgkx not have been as decisive in that 
decision of the $75,000 as you thought the first time ~~m:wua you heard 
the tapes. 
Well, that 1 s right. I 1 m going to have to go back and look at it again 
because certainly this is characteristic of the YJay the President operates 
w~n he 1 s made up his ml iid then That wasn't the same attitude he had in 
197!':----
~~ The rest of the day of course was the chronology of the whole Kleindist 
•~ investigation and how it develops. I guess the thing we get to - we had 
~ a series about tab 22 and I don 1 t have that one here with me in which 
:-,.. P / f~ we had a whole lot of other stuff that looked to me like it was pretty 
~ collateral and John Dore kept saying that these/ ~~~tinent materials because 
it indicates that Haldeman was making the decisions for CREEP back in 1971 
and they were being made in the White House and so forth and that Strong 
and Higbee were not aecision makers and all of that seemed to be unnecessary. 
In fact I thought the logic of Mr. Dore in that was so strained that it 
kind x»~x of shook my confidence in him and I felt like that was the impression 
of the committee - that we weEe getting a lot of unnecessary collateral , 
information in there. -
<....: - -.. 
We went into some sensitive documents that came down from the SEC that 
I didn 1 t think made a whole lot of difference. 
During this chronology of course it 1 s been perfectly apparent that the 
/ President of the United States spoke to Kleindist and J hn Mitchell talked 
~-A.. to the President and talked him out of stopping this appeal. Ibe thing 
~~~ that keJ?,_t occurring to me as - why didn 1 t the President tell t h,e tr}lffi . 
.t,. e ke t sa 1ng - wnyn e didn 1 t call Kleindist on the mat for lying 
I"';~ 
1 
to the Senate An w y e i t recall this thing rig t there - why he 
~
~.~ ·- 1didn 1 t - that 1 s the shocking thing through it all and that 1 s the most 
/.M~~significant x» thing at the moment to me today. That 1 s my reaction yesterday. 
~ -~-----~--------~---~---~-~-t µ_~L, The President of the Uni d States knew that Kleindist had lied to the 
• ~~ Plii irmat ion ear ings -
~ .. 
up~~~~~~~~~~~~~Frr~~~=~~~~~=~~=;~~~· he 







wasnrt involved in the WRt~~g~xe coveru e found out about it 
,..,the fa e o t et e indicated righteous, moral view. Now whether this 
Is iirtpeacliHble~ot froubled me But its going t o trouble the American 
people I think: t¥ the text of this conversation with Kleindist is laid 
beside the President~. L rf we have these three pieces of information 
befoee the American people at one time: the Presddents conversation= 
with Kleindist, Kleindist delivery to the minority committee, and the 
Presidents expressed statement Kleindists is a great fella - __ tj,.ose 
three things lines up together, I just think its going to be awfully 
~ the President. If it were an isolated incident ixzwmu=azMe 
0nexwgx~wtxtkeJtereewrnwtazRcax~ie±lll!R of course it wouldnrt be impeachable 
but the accumulated effect of these things 
That to you was the most significatn part - the fact that the President 
didnrt ..... call them back to tell the truth - tell them that they erred. 
B Yeah, but they knew what they were doing. They appointed a five man task 
force in the White House to observe it. 
W And do you have a theory on why the President didnrt do it - well I think 
you seemed to indicate it was part of the whole pattern of protecting 
the problem. 
B / well, no, I donrt think he consciuasly made a decision. Thatrs/ ixx I donrt 
fl,~.,..,- .. v think it really occurred to him. Tha T m view at the moment, I donTt 
~
""- think it ever really occurred to him that he a a respons ii yin tis 
~1! i~e - t hat heref s a man who's demonstrated fu& weakness - a fatal 
~ character defect and I ought not to be making him my attorney ge£Htal-
i.~ A it sever occurred to him. Now to the extent he participated/in tbe 
Mt"'/ co or ~Y ma e- er· e b at' s not near! as significant 
to me as this indiffe ence to the fact of it. That 1 s my imme ia e reaction 
to it course I1 d l ike to let zfz,.zm669k kllib,c-itiemtile these things simmer for 
a while. I just didn't understand and I don't understand yet why he 
w 




let it all hang out ... as somebody says. 
There have been a couple of things that have happened outside of the committee 
to bear on the process since we talked last - one is ±me Charles Colson 
who pleaded guilty and there's some talk that his conversion to religion 
had something to do with it and Iwgather there's some chance that the 
committee may call Colson later. onaer if you could talk about your 
general reaction to Colsonrs plea and whether he might be necessary to 
be a witness - whether he could unravel. 
Well, you know, I guess rrm a little suspect of people who get religion 
under pressure. There isn't any question about it that he can persuade 
the court as to his sincere conversion that it would go somewhere toward 
lightening his sentence. And so I think Hungate's story about the 
gal who got the gut, remorseful and went around town to visiting all 
of the wives of the men Nke~Bn'~ been sleeping with and begged for their 
forgiveness - he said the/~ 0 giound to a halt because all the merchants 
in town had to leave town for a while. That, I think is a little bit 
Colson's situation. I think if herd been less than candid up to now 
and it could turn up something. But rrve of the view that he's not that 
big - not high on policy - £ngygh in policy to make that much difference. 
The only real area that/ jij:xi~ could be really affected is this ilRi.mbbdc 
clemency thing - just how much of that he got in the air which is not clear. 
~ ~ 











But Colson is certainly in a - he was certainly guilty and he certainly 
is in a petter position as a result of having pled guilty to that felony ? 
than he was be:fu re. So relgion has certainl · · . I kinda like • 
to challenge anybodyrs sinceri y. t ink if there was ever anybody who {c,/.,l. 
had a long ways to come back hers one and so I wish him well and I hope ~J 
he will just not fence with the committee/ or anybody and give the full 
established policist to go and interregate himpromptly and I hope they 
will - rrm sure they will. 
But MEX right now youTre not too sure how much he could add ... 
I donTt believe heTs been in on the know. (W -except on the clemency how far .. l 
Well, I donTt know how much that axxa was a total fabrication of his or 
not. Now lie was in probably on the Watergate - the creation but ITm talking 
about his relationship with the President was not - during this period 
was probabty not so close that it !Hk2 made a diffEEence but I mRRN 
maybe wrong. (W- so far there is no indication that it wa~ close enough.) 
ThatTs my recollection of it, yes. 
The other thing that came of course was the Associated Press story yesterday 
that 16 members of the cmmmittee including yourself had been taking donations 
from the milk industry. I wondered what your reaction to this was. 
Well, you know, there isnTt any question but that that is a ligitimate thing 
to re weTve re orted all those thins as they came. I was always 
insistent that my cmmpaign commi comp y with the law and that was only 
the real guideline I laid down to them. I didnTt handle any of the money 
of the campaign after we got into it. It was all handled by the committee. 
And I did get these contributions. One of them was given to me b_y a dairy 
to the district and meet with them and I chatted 
me about one tit or another. All they wanted 
, ut a conserva ive p i /. as I viewed it. 
gave us a check for now Space from Adam 
and :raR~REX E0 e za±x±»2x2unxek2Rk don rem er oo ing at t e ~ k« 
check and I didnTt know Space was the dq\\or until I heard about it yesterday. 
And the S1Q! same way about Marion Harris7who is a lawyer of long standing 
is a lwwyer up here in Washington and represents one of the R1aXi dairy 
interests and he called me toward the end of the campaign and said that 
he thought he could persuade them to send a little money to my campaign 
if I would interested and it was from the dairy groups and maybe lie was 
trying to tell me that it could be controversial but shoot, I didnTt, 
my..,theory has always been that anybody that a contributes to my campaign 
do,esnTt get anything for it and anybody that wants to donate - can. 
A~d T said, y~ please, ITll be glad, we need the money:... We were running 
o~ I had some big spenders running the campaign an u'we- hadnTt 
turned out - ended up with a deficit - somebody asked me yesterday if 
I w ·n to send t emone ndltold them where the committee 
stood - they nee e if the wanted to c ean 
Now Im one i lists I read int e paper - a 
!hefew guys who got his money before the election - m~o~s~t:-:e:o~r,....,.,'t'h~ 
nip di\¥ ¥h,:::1, ;:% C: 3 fi'itsfl llits Pit:if"\¥,nn 21++t:1Y1 -t-hi=- Qlt:1ri+;Qn - and 
>elean up a deficit someplace an 
if they had come to me and said do you want some money to clean up 
your deficit, I would have accepted it. I donTt think I would have taken 
such an amount that it would have looked inappropriate. But I sure have 
been going around trying to clean up the deficit. Cause ITm resolved you 
know, this comes back to NM back to what 1rve always said - thatTs the 
one thing I learned - r in m book is the bi est buyer - buggest 
offender and dair~~nterests are sort o an~J:heJ:, and thia ,~~, 
money - poo.LJ.ng t]le _money arid t er 
e 
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I guess rrm embarrassed simply because of the timing of this thing. 
I don rt off er anv E~~ apologies for accepting the monev. rr m .iust a 
V little bit disapointed - I think they were klild of nigered.ly- with me. 
We.,ve gotten quite a dair9 iHdustvy in the STienandoal'i valley as you 
know and I didnrt - this is way they express themselves in the dairy 
industry they have a political group just like the doctors - (W - they 
gave a thousand to your opponent too didn 1 t they) Did they, I donrt know. 
I didn 1 t know that, I wished I had known that yesterday. (W - Yes itrs 
in the - I expect Jack Betts wrote about it/. for the Roanoke papers 
cause he was aware of it) Did they give a thousand to my opponent -
(W - Yes, am I wrong, was that donation in the campaign was before - was after 
the basic decision on subsidies was made or am I in error) 
B The basic decision on the price (W the committee 1 s investigation - yes) 
You know I know I don 1 t even knowv--Bµt certainly I wasnrt in any positinn 
to influenc hem at that moment. (Wit seems to me that that decis!on 
was made during xx 7 or in ou know you donrt get into that 
k"nd of ssion when people make a campaign con ri u ion. t pro a ly 
gets to be a bribe to me we wan a ing on an co-sponsor 
legislation to raiae the parody limits but no body I didn 1 t get into 
any kind of discussion with anybody about that. I bad farm confer~nq~ me 
and eve · ith ED le and the dairy people took the position/ffiaf 
tis is a very sophisticated pro em~ Jus on t ry un ers a it 
now:= Ana LhE !armers in my district -11.Eme~SXlilNGilxailx~x~e dairy anff all -
arefarm bureau oriented most of them which is a very conservative, free 
enterprise lajse fai.r ki.NU market sort of situation and keep government 
out of business and all that sort of thing and so I didn 1 t have any 
difficulty emphasizing - is that the word - with them and I didn 1 t anticipate 
that I would ever be called upon to do anything - called upon to consider 
anything t¥J:Awasnrt ntirely consistent with my philosophy. And I accepted 
the money ~ick(. spend it. 








WE got at the beginning of the ITT discussion a glossary of the characters 
- that contained about 70 names of the people who were involved in that and 
then on Wednesday we started out the day with a list of names or characters 
or what-have-you. Actually it was called an a1phabetical listing o:f persons 
and organizations included in investigative files - recentjy distributed to 
us and now it has about 600 names in it of people who would crop up in the 
course of this investigation. I mention that because during the course of 
our discussion of the milk problems, there were several memoranda prepared 
by a man named John Whitaker who was then in the White House in some capacity 
to the President with reference to what took place on the 23rd of March 1971 
at the meeting of the dairy people and the subsequent meeting where the 
President changed his mind and started agreeing to changing it. 
- - _.-> 
Now back in 1960 when I was the Roanoke City Chairma;--.really my first 
active political office,- John Whitaker was the advanc?e man for President 
Nixon when he came down to Roanoke and I kinda identified with him. He 
had four children and I had four babies at the time and he had quite a 
good job and we have run into one another over the years and now heTs 
the under secretary of the Interior with Rogers Morton. He did a pretty good 
i»» job of running the office when Rogers Morton was ~; ~ . and heTs a pretty 
competent fella and I ...J,ust couldn T t help thinking that beJ'e Ts one more 
career thatTs touched by the PresidenfT"s - or the White House - strike 
Pres i dent - Whf!e House-p-e-cki.-d±l-roScffld- there Ts an implication_in_ it tha_t 
_ .. _ , .. -, .. ~- ~ .. ~~ .. which he dictated in November was redp.ted March and stuck 
Jack in the files. Kind~ of a self-serving change to the PresidentTs 
interest and that is another example of the things we talked about. 
It crossed my mind on yesterday that I feel like Jc;>hn Whitaker - so far -
has been escaping any criticism and I hope nothing comes --m!._t of this. 
The milk thing - of course, the other phase of it of course itTs touching 
me now that the notority with reference to the milk articles in the 
Roanoke paper and the others that were involved in it. Well it doesnTt 
disturb me except that the implication in the news articles is that there 
was some impropriety in accepting money from these people. ThatTs certainly 
not my view of it but I think that it does give us a good chance to change 
the situation. 
WeTve just got (or discussed) to change the law and make it more difficult 
to give - to cover up the money. 
You proposed some 
Yes I offered an amendment. My principle objection to the - has been to the 
way labor operates by corraling a lot of money and then using it to effect 
the results or to the implication ... the danger is that you get overly 
dependent on one source in your campaign and then you find yourself 
obligated and this - obligated in the sense that youTre dependent for 
a successful campaign on their financial resourses and thatTs the danger 
in it. But if you dilute the effort then I think it works out better. 
We were back to John Dore presenting us a meeting - presenting the £olume 
Book 6 which it was - dealing with the question of the milk and he certninly 
moved things along faster than Albert K Jenner and I was grateful for that. 
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Incidentally, right after lrmch, yesterday I was confronted lo¥ . the n~ws by 
newsmen who asked me to canment on the statement that Albert Jenn.er had 
made yesterday to the effect that a reasonable man would have known of the 
President's comments - would have known that Kleindienst was testifying 
contrary to his information or words to that effect. It was an absolutely 
unwarranted statement of opinion by counsel which we had expressly t old him 
not to do a lon a o and i t just f ollows apmytn ought yesterday-that 
Jenner s ouldn't have been tal e reporters wen wa--s-waiting to 
see h im in any event. But this man's massive ego is ge 1ng :i.fncrosswise 
with the Republicans ant£ an embarrassment to the Committee and it seems to 
me that he ought to have judgement enough to do that and I was ... if it wase 
politically possib · man now, the Republi~ans would 
ire , or would request that he be fired. An es e1 -her obliViotrs- to 
i t or doesn •'t understand what's going on but "i. t' s pr~tt;~ barrassing to 
~~rty absolutely VJJ.n f:._C~ S6!Y but this guy Ts an ~1<effla to me. ~ - that Ts 
an aside because this 1nterlt.§:t .fiig with ~ /tllt:C 1)5&l11·f-7<"6 on the day before..., and 
followed up just exactly what I could have predicted if I had been in that 
business. 
The sxiElzszaERz~hangiNgxaxlit±lRzMi±zN0~ questioners are chan in a little 
bit now. Dale er is becomin more in e questioning on the 
mfi presentation. ea so is particularly curious about cer ain things 
--) and then he made the statement during our in_guiry that he had a l»x large 
~.P.w--
A Ii-. /\ ;ti,.~, 
~..,..;""' 
✓ 
dairy industry in his district and supported the dairy and no money had ever 
beenrortlrc-orni ng-£crr-tri--s cmmpalgn. ·--
- ---
got a pretty 
r\!:l:TTlr\!'.l ;,-n, 






Yeah. There was one tab where Colson prepared a memorandum to help the 
President - to the President in anticipation of his meeting with the daily 
leadership - Colson said that if they knew - they, the visitors, knew the 
President was aware of their pledge to the campaign that it would strengthen 
Colson's hands in dealing with them - which is a not too subtle way of saying 
that the President's got to deliver on Colsnn's promise and I couldn't help 
thinking - wondering in my own mind - how this memorandum/ ~s an insight into 
the man's thought processe~ squares with his new religious concept which is 
somewhat n.e~el.igj.on - wh~ch is so much in the news - actually t oday. Today 
as far as I was concerned - because I had read a week's Washington Post at 
one time - suggested to my friend Bob Drinan that now we would have to 
. / ju~ Ca] S..Qg 's testimony by whether it was B.C. or A.C. and I think there's 
V a ot to be said fOI· that 








Meaning Conversion or Christ? 
Well - we'll have to figure that out - we better say conversion - 11 cn of course 
stands for conversion. 
I was interested in various things as we went along. I raised the question 
the day before as to what all these 11 eyes onlyn memorandum referred to and 
now Dore went back and looked them over and he decided not only are they 
neyes only 11 and 11confidential n and 11 secret11 - three different categories 
and possibly some more flowing around the White House memorandum. 
These are classified by the White House? 
Classified by the originator - whoever it might be - and we don't have any 
index as to what this was and its interesting that its just l:i.ke the command 
headquarters before D Day almost. Some interesting things came up - for 
example - on - in one of the tabs - about in December 1970, there was a 
complaint by the dairy interest - xax that's tab 12 point 1 on page 2 to 
/ the effect that the option took longer - it _t ook Nixon a whole lot longer 
to implement changes than it did Johnson when he was resolved to do them. 
;:Jr; 
:~ 




s:ically I think this i s clear that the s~ a r f hasn't gone off on an 
investigation of a prior administsration's relationship with the dairy 
industry but it's there all the way throu h is is not a new relationship 
to the White House f a'.f:7: e airy industry. And I think this exculpates 
at mal<E$ q,e wondeP i£ we wouldn't have a higher 
standard of conduct i---•n----,trh=e-..;White House if we had impeached a wb.QJ.e lot 
o~ts.,tha L ar en± I'.: there .. a ax~!iRg.Xw:itkzxh:ez2E:e3i"1.Rzx "f he argument 
tha:f: the Presideut- - "'that this has- been done before has less and less ~ 
credibility with me than will go and I'm just not at all sure that some~k:e~i 
down the line that every political situation has got to have a purging _of 
sorts and we may very well be going through that and that's frightening but 
tobea scapegoat in the time in which we rave to do it but I can't believe 
that prior practice justifies continuation of what's obviously_ouf o.£:s.tep 
with - with ove!'IY political - I 111 put i t tliat way . .
1
· ·r JJ /U-t/tr!J (?) 
~ • ....___ --::: ri)(., { /I PL • ; 
~ the 23rd of March the President had a conversation with Secretary Connelly. 
Connelly was very persuasive - apparently very persuasive in his statement 
to the President - this is a 3 minute telephone conversation - very 
persuasive to the President that the political indications - that he ought 
to go along with the raising of the requests of the dairymen. This was 
the same day he met with the dairymen - 5 minutes later,as a matter of iact 
he kept them waiting while he talked with Connelly. But the interesting 
thing to me was during this conversation with Connelly, apparently there 
was a vote in the Senate under consideration and later memoranda indicated 
it was a vote on the SST and they were sweatingi~taoM~s£n the basis of 2 or 
1 
~_,.,,ir" 3 senate votes and the President just - uJh - immxK:ea Jovial conversation 
{~· went on to comparing it with the Greeks and the Romans and how we are 
XL,vr retreating from xour - went along and was quite elequent about the Greeks 
\~~- and the Romans and he says its a retreat from f_eadership and all that sort 
~ of thing. Maybe the time will come when I can work this into a direct 
vJ.,.,.~ quote but I think it was interesting that here the President was - had a 
".;I'-~ sense of history at this moment. 
V W Because of the SST 
-✓ 
~
B .,-- Regarding the SST and in the middle of this other stuff. It's also a 
reminder that - how many things were on the President's mind. It's a little 




B We listened to the President 1 s conversation with Connelly. We listened to 
the President 1 s conversation with the 20 dairymen and then we listened to 
, ,.J, the subsequent politj.cal pow-wow wher. e the decision was made to go along 
~(~ith the 85% of par~ . § sa, it completel e s the President 
\~ f~brib [,;theory - a e the money ., : • h so1 as I 
said before~ es not indicate the same purity on the lower levels; but there 1 s 
no indication of any connection between him and that squeeze. 
W None of the supporting documents 
B Nothing to this moment indicates - put any link to that. The meeting with 
the dairymen - incidentally, I think Bill Coh~q;~=comment on it xka± ~f pretty 
good - we might try to dig that out of the~- repor~ but basicallvne 
s~t daeso 1 t sound impeachable but it sure does cast ~ oubt on the way 
we finance our political campaigns today and a p~etty sad 0:mrnm0xzx0Nz':tml.E 
commentary oh that state of things but /that 1 s a -=i-ttst:ifiablo sitaatioh ... 
✓~
a justifiable statement. 
Now the meeting with reference to the u~x dairymen was a very interesting 
thing. The President got a lot of laughs - he began with a very folksy talk 
on America and h~story and referred to the Cabinet room and he got a big kick 
out of telling J hn Jones that he was sitting in the Vice President 1 s seat 
and telling someBody else that he was sitting in the secretary 1 s seat and I 
judge this was where the Cabinet met from time to time. Then he sort of 
went through some jokes w.i:tkxmix which had a tendency to relax them and he 
got a pretty good overall view from these people that - as of the problems 
of thexRx~R»~iR dairy industry and I thought they were a pretty fair presenta-
tion and I thought he handled himself very well, certainly wasn 1 t impeachable. 
Or illlcriminating in any way. Then he wound up with giving them a little 
present - cufflinks and a few things which, which xn things, I think the 
ironical part of it was that the Pre · nt assured them that in the course 
pf their conversation - saying anything you want to - this room is not ta ed ... 
~d - taped is the w"cir'ct:""'"" And then he got into some discussiona oou:t-
- well he let Ti¥1 Harden carry the ball for the administration and he let 
Tim kinda be the heavy on that which I thought was alright. 
W Committee members must have roared at that mention of the room not being 
taped ... 
B Yeah - well, no they didn 1 t - I mean it went so fast - it was interesting 
he did have one discussion - telling that - something - got carried away 
and sort of eulogizing the man who pulls the tits on the farm and all these 
people quickly reminded him that we did this my machine nowadays. He ... 
W Talk about Hardin ... 
B Oh well yeah, well Hardin was the heavy on it and then the other thing, 
he was talking in their ~~RXRJUIR presentation the dairy industry said 
:£ 
well we are using money to promote the sale of milk and the President said 
py-i- That 1 s Great and he said you know and went into a long line about milk 
~ - promotion and how it was important to drink a glass of milk before you 
,L~ go to bed and that it calms you down-warm, tepid or cold and then just 
P1:f::lk to tie that in when they finished up their meeting at which they made 
cJ"'"'~ the ~~~ittJo~ht<rt - with Connelly and all these people to go forward 
•rJ-~,, with fli.e Faise - the Preiident said milk is - well, when they wound it 
#'- ~Y"" all up and Erlichman was cracking jokes about going out and getting a 
Y vi""• .f .Jt glass of milk before the price goes up too much, and the President says 
F"1 1 " nwell, milk is essential and I told liem so, n and he just got a big kick 
out of xkax bragging about it which I thought was kind of an interesting 
sideline - you know. 
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And a little relaxation ... 
Oh, yeah. The conversation in the office - they had some difficulty 
identifying all the conversants - conversationalists, because I think it 
was Shultz and Connelly and Whitaker and any number of peopled in there. 
That was on the 23rd - Erlichman, Connelly, Harden, Whitaker, Shultz, 
Campbell and Rice apparently on the afternoon - they were there about 
30 minutes and we listened to that conversation. They mentioned then -
that 1 s how I figJJ,recLOllt the ssT vote was under consJ_deration. So they 
.... aughed about labor putting the squeeze on Humphrey 1 s vote - course I 
don 1 t know how it got out. 
~ 
Connelly made a very impressive politically oriented pitch. He 1 s a 
pragmatic politician and made no secrets about it but he put it to them 
pretty clearly that the political expediency was the best basis on which 
to do it and they all agreed that the~dent_ had aaid rhat they had 
the votes to put it over in the Congress an.cima:Erre couldn 1 t veto it 
and that it was going to become a fact of life and that was the basis for 
it. The President 1 s expression was - under these circumstances, you relax 
and enjoy it. 
<----~--·------
There was a very interesting discussion in a memorandum floating around 
which we read about how they raised the money for the dairy interest and 
it was a real insight to me about how they tap the dairy people and how 
they put themselves in that position. 
W Was it a series of overnight meetings, then ... 
B Oh, no, no ... just how they - the same thing as a check off - as far as the 
[~ ~ union is concerned and how tight an operation it is and it 1 s most effective 
~,~ lobbying in Congress and so for th. I' II go back and read that again when 
Jv-7~ I have a little more time hut I've got a note here to do it . 
✓~his is the afternoon session of June S we 1 re talking about. Basically in 
~ listening to the President 1 s conversatinn with reference to - in his 
~- conversation with Connelly and these people with regard to this :ixsHR~ decision, 
~ ~ it 1 s clearly a contest between political expediency and sound economic _policy. _ 
~
,_ from the presentation that was made there as to whether the 85% of parady was 
indicated. The President 1 s judgmment of it - as I said before - was relax 
and enjoy it but it 1 s the same sdtuation we were confronted with on the $75,000 
to Hunt - tpe ~ppropriate deci sion and the proper Presidential course of a 
rt! µ.We ~s obvious to a listener and yet it doesn't receive an serious si 
~i,,,- -.L"• a. thi ar con erance. Now I think the President asked 
~
.- T the right quest:i. ans. I think he had given some thought to it - quite 
r~~ seriously - and of course was resisting pretty strongly and had up to that 
moment - in.fact he had to reverse his policy decision made by his secretary 
~f
,~ut as far as his conversation and whats on the surface went - he doesn 1 
n seem...to worry about a thing as far as when it comes down to po!.._icical ex-
vt . :::::---- pediengy and eocnomic policy - it 1 s not a difficult decision at all. 
t~~ -
And I recall the same conversation of several days before that we heard 
~ -( when John Mitchell and the President had a discussion - the one where 
J 1 ~ John Mi_t.cheJJ denied - about policy on the ITT trust _policy and the appeaL r ~ the ITT and the policical consideration absolutely predominated all others. 
• That is the - from guys like Connelly and guys like Mitchell - wfienthey say_ 
this - he a ir judgement of politics and thats olitical judgement 
arid h on the si e o a as o other factors an lTirt-1 s 
--- - • · disappointment but you don 1 t get elected Presiden possibly 
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B c,JJy is a big talker and he didn 1 t know a whole lot about durrent 
;· 1M cattle prices and situations of that nature but h~ 1 s very persuasive and 
(~-,,-,rr a , eat bluffer and that 1 s interesting - ~is prese~~tion and how peI'suasive 
\~ he_was. so interesting a i _ 9, 1 ~ lTeyv,e-L·e apset"'about 
the growing cost of living and that was a major fuctor: 
f~e had a meeting with the Republican ox leadership after lunch and before 
7 the during - about 1:45 - and didn 1 t come back until around 3:30. That was 
interesting. I was a little late getting there because I had to go to a 
House Administration Meeting where we WEEe marking up legislation on 
campaign reform but men I got there) ~n John Rhodes1 docket it's clearly 
the question of whether we 1 re going to call witnesses or riot . was ~ ~,.y,??c'T? 
discussion. 
111',J llllllt:: • ' ""' 0 •. 
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seems to be 
- to go forward 
l~~/. 
is:! -u- ·--~~-" ~~ J' LU.~ ~~ -·., U/...-- ['('_,, Democrats ---: 
W-51:y be~ called 
OJA'~/ e that ... J ',.,./// And you oppos w 
B I don 1 t mind tln t. But 
wg2_ve got to recognize 
down. 
eel out what we want to prove and 
to figure out someway to hold it 
The other interesting tab was the meeting that has been in the news on 
March 23rd at 4 a.m. in the morning - tab 33 was about the meeting at 1L~ 4 0 1 clock in the morning when the xx dairymen ran into this man Paul 4 ~· Alesia, an official of Dairymen, Incorporated. He was going home by 
, ~ way of Chicago and he got to Louisville at 4 o 1 clock in the morning 
D~1~ and knows the other big guns have flown down in the private dairyman 
v~~ lane and met him at the airport. he were trying to get enough money out 
3/ ~f him to star!__ i~ ~n this 2 million· "dollars. n eres ing ·ry----
in the committee a well it didn 1 t make any difference that they were 
up at d!JWn, they had to milk the cows anyway. But it did shock us 
that it was a 4 a.m. meeting. Butte otherinteresti1rg observation I didn 1 t 
realize that Colson had worke · up an elaborate scheme to have these AMPA 
\ ~unds paid to a public reJa:ions firm and they were from there being 
~ financing the (tape ran out ... implication is - financing the campaign.) 
-30-
6/ 11/ 74- the day after the Prs sdient begins his trip to the mid east 
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~, and the da er his le he committee advising he ~ 
wi~ l n onor the f ourth committee supena. Presi en 1 Q.; 
perogatives to the Congress for evermore~ 
-'I/ 
B Tuesday morning about 9:30 having just gotten off the plane from Roanoke, it 
was a pretty:ihm active weekend in which I had two commencement speeches of 
my own, attending Jimmy Butler 1 s commencement at the high school and suddenly 
realized that I had made 10 speeches in a period of 9 days - the first nine 
days in June so I stayed at home on Monday and caught up with some things 
there. 
{/"~AIA"4f'/) &df VJ~ "wi111pl'V1W) ~-c~~ 
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ned the im act of m activity an e news comme ts 
....t.....1 __ j_.,!! _ _ _ _ ~--...L-----....L.. ---
situation and 
~ne--cner we are em.1:c gm ng to be abl..P. 





The principle revelaticns over the course of the last weekend dealt ... 
;gt~ The_ news article itself was a factua l r eport hnt t he headline - the_c_onnotation f4IIV' in the headline - TTButler Admi ts Receiving Dairy Euuds 11 - was absolutely , ~ arrented and I know from my own information the information was provided 
J.~,. t fie"newspap eI' to the effect that .!_llY opponent in the same campaign received 'lPJ'..,. a like sum of roomiy and that item was not reported. We had our nominating 
~;'.r-.L,,.. convention on Saturday and I attended that convention. It 1 s the first time 
v-'f"I I had really gone to · ention and I sta ed u in the room-
~
, un i ey got to me rocedure and so I was rather isolated 
an no ort to chat with many of the constinuents there. 
JO--'- I made a speech t bat wa s generally placating o e peop e w o elt like I 
~~ h a dn 1 t been loyal enough to Nixon in my public statements. I was firm bu t 
~ 
at the same t.1Jne , I d i dn ' t d iscl aim the fa.ct that Nixon had 
/ late in 1972 and t a s su or e is ative program but - in t n at 
~ respect an il'Ving talked now wi1)!._,_some of the delegates, and the reaction 
~ J:... I get, I p ~ bably , e±±> • ovet_§.id this in the sense that I don 1 t think 
>i ~jj it was necessary. I don 1 t think my republican constituenc is havin any ~k d"fficulty distin ishin be ·ciary r C i and the President 1 s legislative loyalty - only ~fu ie~ committee - the resolutions commit tee - and th i s f i re was put out - not at my 
request but I think in ..gg__od judg ement that it might b e a n inapp:copPi ate wey 
to undertake to influenc "ud ement and so in any efent, there was no 
reso u ion supporting the President and that is ost tra itional in 
conventions of this nature. I think if I had to interpret what I heard it 
basically a sensitivity to tJ-eposition I was in. '1f>-A..J:as 
~\.,-. I 1m not aware of having had any previous discussions on that but some people 
~ 1, may have tried to sound me out and I might have mentioned it but I don't 
if...,_,~ remember it. M feelin about t o v ntion was that the part has the 
~~ same mmbarrassment I do about ecoming he President 1 s pecidillos but that 
~ we ' re still loyal republicans and we wish - we think the Presidents done a 
gCOd Job in many areas and that we wish he 1 d shape up in r e gard t o the p roblems 
of cooperation and with prosecution and relinquishing of tapes and I still 
E -
think this is ohe overall view. 






One item occurred over the weekend, a man called roe at ~: 30 i n the morning 
and wanted to - my wife answered the- phone and wanted to know how to get 
in touch with Congressman Butler. Herd been trying to call him in Washington 
all day and hadntt been successful in that and my wife put me on the line and 
I did~~ _ey~al who I ..w.as but the gentl emen asked - wanted to know h~ o get 
i nrouch with Congressman Butler in Washington and I asked him - at 4:30 in 
the 1X1Eib:i}ijg2 morning~ Afffi- he said yes, itts very important, I want to tell 
him I dontt like whatts going on in Washington. So I told him that I coulch tt 
help him that I suggested that he call the next day and thatts where we left 
that one go. But caJJs in the mi ddl e of t he night have been infrequent and really 
very few people have stopped me during the course of the weekend and gave me-
their feeling about i t. ~ 
~~ r I came up on the plane this morning with :h!m a number of E~R people from Roanoke 
;!• #I" but two of whom I know quite well who are prominent in the business and industrial community - had a cup of coffee with them while the plane was delayed - and the 
~ 
subject of Watergate and impeachment simply did not come up. The conversa t ion 
was inflation controls and sh or t ages and things of that nature. I still fyel 
thi s i s not as much on the peoples minds. --
~~ T revelation that the President was an unindi±ed 
~ on Thurs ay u 
'l,f~ because I feel 
-, rr:based on probabJ e cause and I stiJ 1 think our 
./d They were also required I think under the law 
Ii, P~ conspirator or could be a__co-sonspirator that 
~'·t public relations aspect of it and J::he general p LW~~c effect of th~~ wct~ ~e~ 
r,+., 'I t I had anticipated in the few 
~,Juidntt apprecia e e significanc 
,.~y· - s horrorif1ed when t he president a _ rN..'": - e usa o coo arate in a committment -:"t ..,.h_a...,.t-....h_e__,h_a_d...---m- ade to 
~l"'u ,:_ 8t CJ air to the Judge in the pl proroers trial and on later reading the newspaper 
,r~may have misinterpreted his position somewhat but my family didntt. Well, 
~ vi') the reaction in the public was not the same as mine although I just think that 
~~• the President is trying hard. Itts just strange for a :sm~x man so smart to be 
:;:~ ..•. well , I thought that the president was j ust trying desperately to put 
~ ~ another nail in his own ~ f~ pparently this may be worked out between the 
,,.--~ourt s and the president but if he thinks public relations is thJ opium, hers 
.;p-;;,,,_J ~istaken. The ublic reaction was sort of indifferent but I think · r only 
~ "1J~ b cause they ve ·ust had so muc o this and nobody that I t I 
~ ,µ, ta e a imi ted number of people t ou , ee e e s done muc • My wife 
:;J,•~ is ge ing more an more o t e view ass eta ks to more and more people ~ 
·~- ana brings it back to me is - ~t__:t_herets j ust got to be some way out of y~ this. I mentioned that she was k1.nda of upset about the dairy disclosures and 
· ~ orking so hard and that it kinda had an adverse affect on her health so 
she had a regular appointment with the doctor but even the doctor spent all 
his time telling her that he thought werd pretty well get rid of the president. 
He said I guess her11 send me a bill for that interview. But he has a pretty 
highly developed sense of what 1 s right and wrong and his view is that the 
president is amoral as opposed to immoral and that 1 s the frightening view 
thatts developing though and as you listen to the tapes you wonder x£xxkaxxs 
whether that 1 s not a fair statement from time to time. 
Linwood Holton is assistant secretary of state now and works with Kissinger 
on Capitol Hill and his relationship with the congress and of course is our 
former law partner and a resident of Roanoke, and former governor. We asked 
him to be the keynoter for our convention and I did have a few minutes with 
him in the room after his speech and before my speech. We chatted a little 
bit and I had the impression that Kissinger feels that Kissinger has achieved 
the delicate balance in the middle east and that the general view that the 
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B ~esidents trip is MNRR unnecessary and in many instances is shared somewhat 
by Mr. Kissinger but this would - that Kissinger sees no real need for it. 
W Do you think he might upset anything ... 
B Well, of course, Linwood was too politic to suggest one thing or the other. 
That along those lines but it certainly was my view that - and I don 1 t think 
there 1 s a general view that would upset it - but we wonder whether this 
trip is really necessary and it sort of underlines what I figured - he 1 s 
getting out of town while the goings hot and I think it may sound shaggy 
but ixuu:t rrm doubtful in the public interest. 
The interesting thing was Linwood did not ask me for my opinion but he 
volunteered his as a professional congress watcher now that he didn 1 t think 
Nixon was going to be impeached and I filed that away for what it was worth. 
And, of course, Ididnrt offer a reputtal or anything but it was an interesting 
observation for one who is on Hill right frequently. 
He had made his speech before I got there and the course of his remarks was 
that congress was working hard and that there was more than meets the eye 
and we were working on ~:amx~ campaign reform and working out the problems 
on the trade bill and things of that nature. His trust waslauditory of 
congress and I had already written my speech which wxx suggested that 
maybe we weren 1 t accomplishing a whole lot - that conflict I guess we ironed 
out in part upstairs and mainly the newspaper didn 1 t pay any attention to what 
I had to say on that subject because the basic thrust of my speech was rrm 
a Nixon man on the legislative program. Course the headlines came out - Butler 
Emm~ Loyal to Nixon - but that 1 s par for the course. But my criticism of 
congress didn 1 t receive much :ai::tR:tx attention but I thought that was a substantive 
:SRNXilXXR part of my speech also. 
The ______ of Kleindist is one of the shocking things to me that Judge Handt 
who incidentally is a nature of Roanoke k:a:s - an obviously a kindly man - but 
of course his family and my family were about the only republicans around there 
a hundred years ago - so I have some connections and rrve been meaning to go 
by and see him and chat with him and he hasn 1 t come to see me and I haven 1 t 
had a chance to come and see him but hers obviously a kindly man. I thknk 
he was too easy on Kleindist and its going to shock us. I felt like the 
presidentrs obvious prevarications with reference to Kleindist testimony 
while he was under conaideration - ought to be - we ought to review whether 
that 1 s im~eachable or not but if Judge Heart doesn 1 t think Kleindist 
deserves to go to jail then certainly I can 1 t see how the president can be 
impeached for condoning it. It just isn 1 t that big a deal. I was shocked 
at what he did but it means I have to reexamine my thinking on that whole 
question. 
W Within pragmatics or would there be some legal reason you might have to reassess ... 
:JO f course, the question of impeachment now is ultimately x~w one of whatrs A/ in the best interest of the country and if the president murdered his wife ~L it might be a crime - I think it probably would be a crime - but that wouldnrt 
necessarily mean it would be an impeachable offense. The quality of the rt- offense or the intensi~y of the offense is one consideration that yourve 
t.,..Al"v got to take in in impeachment cause itrs a civil thing not criminal and so 
yeah the quality of the - or lack of quality - of the offense is a factor and 
I thought it was pretty serious but if=the judge doesnrt think its serious 
r-- enough for Kleindist to go to Jail c!rhd the presidents condemnation of it 
i:s=aot - then I probably ought to reexamine my thinking on x:t and that goes 
. back to something rrve always said - you reserve judgement until the whole 
-1-.-.... -!- ,.:_ TI--.-. .. •-- ""-1--!- _,.:,.,.. __ -- .... --•• ,...,.,.:_.,..., -.J:' .,::.._ 
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~ B ' f spent the weekend rereading - trying to reread the wire tapping portions 
of the testimony that had come to us from the staff and a memorandum on 
what wire tapping is and what 1 s legal about it and the :a course the national 
security motivation of the White House is not apparent in the testimony but 
it 1 s not also clearly absent ... I had heretofore had the view that the 
law changed radically by this court decision in I believe it was 1972, but Pm 
not at all sure - but Pm quite sure that that 1 s trll.E and that when the 
president says that the law was unsettled and there was substantial justification 
for his national security approach to wire tapping, my reaction to that is that 
theEe 1 s more to that has heretofore been reported in the press and in my view 
of it so - in my thinking of it. So here 1 s ano1~er thing I have to review mylx thinking on but I 1 m less - well, rrve never/b~~n ~trongly of the view that the 
wire tapping responses by the White House, even if the president was involved, 
was of such a nature that he ought to be impeached but here again, I 1 m not 
even sure that he 1 s subject to substantial criticism but on the basis of 
my view of the law as I read it but werre going to get a more extensive 
memorandum - hopefully today - from the committee and I11ll know more about 
it. 
W something earlier about the revelation of the Grand Jury 1 s action on the 
unindicted coconspirator is more serious to you than the public view of it 
- do you want to comment any further on that? 
B Well, yes I do. I was just - this is not - I donrt share the view that that 
forecloses us from looking at it. That if the Grand Jury does this - that that 
means that he 1 s got to be impeached - I donrt think that at all even though 
we 1 re sitting in the sense of a Grand Jury, we 1 ve got a little bit diffEEent 
inquiry and a little bit heavier standard of proof but it sure does - it 1 s 
shocking to me - that they would do this and rrm a little surprised that the 
public reaction has not been more outraged than it is. I don 1 t know whether 
this goes on the dripping faucet theory or just being nibbled to death by a 
duck kind of process or - well, I just don 1 t know how to read it. 
W maybe there are to many shocks that people 
B That 1 s right - either that maybe rrm attaching more significance to it than I 
should so here again whose at fault. 
-30-
~Pagel - 6/ la/74 the day after Henry Kessinger in Austria treatens to resign ro 
.. unless he is cleared inthe wi_ re taping controversy. \!:) 
µ,J. On thing I neglected to mention over the weekend - wetre dictating the morning of June 12th, I stopped for lunch and :s::t:El}:UJ:URN had a sandwich and 
ran into Alan Stapleton who 1 s ahared an office with me since 1962 at ::t:NM 
~ - which time I changed my associations and added Egleston, Holton and Glen to 
7,..., my law firm and so parted friends at that time but he 
I s/ ~ery conservative 
. r democrat although he 1 s been helpful to me in this last time and supported 
rJil# ..JI... Ni:son and his judgement is pretty sound and he didn rt proport to crmdone 
l ~r- Nixon or anything of tm t nature - we really didn rt get into a discussion 
r~•IM of that for reasons of propriety among others, but he did express the view that 
~ ou know - the countr just cannot stand an impeachment. And ou donrt 
~ ~ant to get rid of a man w o s oin a oo n t line of reasoning 
~.J\ wliich is somet ing we got to think ei~OU"E• After all the constitution says 
~L· we impeach but I ·udge that werve ot discretion not only to determine 
'wy VI exactl what cirsumstances will justi y an im e en ins i e o c~iminality 
~
- ~n other words - s ied that theres n o iga ion 
~ · inal ac ion eac u ess w n the 
~atignal jpterest_an so veg xs:mmez::t:z~exzi:akiNgx0Nz::t:zatxsx exEMe» 
~ 
2:eeaia:se done some retbinJsin on that since then because that is what 
~ / s r ins i»t»z~~x~~e±E it in o pr ocus is Henry Kissingerrs 
~- action yesterday o saying - res i gn i you don 1 t clear my name - we 
~~ I was thought when we went through that - I wasnrt accutely conscious of ~:~·~ a disagreement between Kissingerrs testimony and the presentation of the 
~fl committee. There 1 s certaiajly come :s inconsistencies but I thought then and I 
.►.>T/think now that MRXMHNXEINR herers one more career that 1 s going to be jeopsdorized rdy this thing and the accumulated effect is getting }:U~R::t:¥ pretty frightening. · 
~~r. Kissinger rs aGtion of - is based on., leaks - now when what we ha'de in the 
event of impeachment becomes publid record and public knowledge and gets kicked 
around RXR~~~ everywhere then itrs going to be pretty frightening to contemplate 
,,. just exactly who I s going to get hurt and who isn rt and so I thinkg this ought 
·•""' .J_ to be a consideration. 
iv,~ , ..,.«,"'-' 
Kissinger 1 s action yesterday I thi was a little bit of a overreaction but 
certainly hers been MN under a great deal of pressure an suspec hout knowing 
tha ers scared to death that the President will louse u the o eration and 
so hers in a pretty tense situation an a so ti ers kinda o resen ful 
that LlrE PtEsidenL apsi:'ei:ging liis snow over there. Cause he's been something 
e(J½J.L ivalen~ ~o~an At·a~jc mR:s:sxa lnes;~I reckon at the moment and hers 
brought eve y 6 y toge er and so I maybe thatrs contribnted to him 
but i:s its kinda of a disappointment. 
Now yesterday the most eventful ::t:iNg thing ... 
W Befpre we get into this - you said yourre rethinking whether the country 
( cary,tand impeachment ... Pell, ,I'm just sort of putting in into m 
~ draw§ near you don't know what factor emerge as the ~EIN::t:Ei co 
~ controlling situtation out this x:s is one - that from a persorrs 
judgement I respect and so I just think I ought to think about it again. 
W Did he mean the whole process including where we are now ... 
B The gem that I got from him was essentially tha$..f an impeachment is not 
in the national interest, and this is gleaned - I didnrt write downOJhat 
he said, but ki this was the thought that it provoked in me - tjiat if impeach 
ment is not in the national interest, we have nob · with it 
n. ow tat essentially was what I got from him 
i iscuss punishment or anything else but we didnrt discuss 
or innocence. He just said basically, hers doing a good job for the country 
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B and we ought not to get rid of him ... regardless ... That is a little bit 
different slant from what I 1 ve taken ... 








Right! He didn 1 t bring that out - that 1 s just my thinking now at the moment 
that ma be we 1 ve overem hasized what co st· an im eachable off~nse and 
lost sight o e discretion invested in the House. 
And so you 1 re thinking now in terms of the discretionary ... 
well, I 1m just reviewing that in my own mind, ~ause certainly the preciaents 
don 1 t help us much. 
there haven't been that manfn it1 have there' 
No - and I 1 ve never seen anybody really give serious thought to ltrhat question. 
of whether even if the President did commit/ an impeachable offense 
(L B 
~~ ~-
and I think for which he could be removed, would - certainly the House could 
say well, no, we 1 ll not impeach or anything and the President could not be 
impeached. He could murder his wife, he could murder the Secretar of State 
which would robably be a better illusTra gain furth e cuuld 
✓ murder a visiting 1gn1 ary in co cErtainly be justification for removing- h..fm front office bt:t't rr the House gf Fepresent9tives 





ere is no iscretion in;+ 
w 
Course in murder there would be - there probably wouldn 1 t be much question 
of discretion, would it? 
is 
et reelected 1r y0 u d8'1Jueo ra Jmpeach Iinder those 
circumstances But in any extr1BIT1e circumstances and likewise the President 1 s 
~ 
gi}t t,;:za cracks ' at it. You know he 1 s entitled to argue whether he should 
be impeached or not - and then he 1 s entitled to argue to the Senate whether 
he should be removed from office. And I just hadn 1 t thought until recently 
that this really puts a lot of discretion in the House of Representatives 
and one of the controlling factors wxzizjnszxna~Rz±0 that 1 s got to be 
what 1 s the national interest. And so 1 1 11 just have to rethink it. 
W At this point in this process of reexamining - what do you conceive of - is 
the Natonal interest in the case of Richmrd Nixon? 
~ 
Well - to maintain the rntj.nuity of the office and ~ajptain stability 
in government, maintaining a successful ffioreign policy, shoring up his 
reTationship with the rest of tne world, cutting out EX all of thisx 
- well, just removal of the ·ncertainties of the administration. All 
those thi e isn a uestion in my min tat Nlxon has 
cl"' 
~ ~-· ~-
good president. still feel like t ortcmings ~n many of rises 
are_the failure the Congress to re pond and not the President so simply 
to maintamning is an interest ... But you have to weigh that against keeping 
the next guy from doing the same thing so 
W Yes, I think the other day you were talking about that we may need at some 
point in politics a purging of sorts to clear away the sort of s~y politics 
that may creep in from time to time. 





That's right -,._,~~~c~jid and I think - in a moment of weakness that probably 
we ought to bt ~nJJTI ~ore often instead of less often and maybe we wouldn't 
contemplate these things. 
Are there some other things that have got you kinda to reexamining whether 
it might be in the national interest to impeach or not ... 
No that's sort of a seed that's been planted and I've been kicking it around. 
~kxx And that's basically it - I think the maJor thing thatxx happened 
yesterday is I spilled coffee on my notes in the middle of the situation 
and so some of this is going to be a stain on this. 
r,'J' . 
I mentioned Siar~ O'N~!Cl.'s comment. I neglected to say he's pointed up in 
., ~ •his television interview on Saturday night - rather, Monday night, that 
~ he mentioned the time table - pretty tight time table that we would clean 
iJ'!-""7_ up in the middle of July. I'm not sure that that's realistic but it does 
~A, fol indicate how we are thinking. The on Monday after-
:~ noo x had too man things to do in e is ric o ice so ayed 
~IM ho~y that ±k day and I wasn't preee . y i a Jetter which 
~ we wrote - which we had discussed on an earlier meeting about writing the 
w President - writing by Rodino with reference to calling the-_____ witnesses 
and Is rt of reluctantty went along with it and I called up and them 
that I would si odino. 
But this looks like we're getting into another pletty partisan wrangle over 
this thing but Rodino is keeping his troups pretty much in line. I think 
there~ is going to be a very restrictive examination of witnesses and I'm 
M_ not at all sure that thats t e es way o ge ere cause we've got 
r, to ge is ing wound up and of course e w o e thing means I've ot to ERex re i my view of what - assuming - tat what degree - hat quantum of truth is necessary to impeach and editorials lieep saying 
Q.L proba e cause ut t i wi e resources we ve got. it's ot to be 
tlllf/.. I a lite it more. ut as ve always_sa , e in erences may push us 
~ bver the top in ______ areas . ._ ,,,l. ,l ,'p. ,' 
T~mpers are ~etting pretty short on the republican side and that concerns 
me. I calle McClory's office Friday and left word that I wouldn't be there 
~nday for his caucus -
TJ. W Mc Clary called - well Hutchinson is still out ... 
~ B Hutchinson is still _______ and so Mcclory called it now Hutchinson has 
i.J...) been around this week. I don't know anythin~~~ut any differences Em<z between 
7 ' 7 them but McClory was trying. And I called~~ Dennis' office and left word 
that I approved of his letter. I did that Monday morning. But about 10:30 
Monday morning, lor called my office to discuss hin was 
'ully sharp ap arentl with t e little girl we've got ere 
this s 1.£.1...--- .-it's not in his 
oar later and told him I thought h~was workin 
a chance to indicate that he had'nt intended to be rude but fie didn't rise 
ta....tb-e occasion. So I think the tWion is working on him a little bit 
and that 1 s too bad. 
W What did he say - what did he say on the floor? 
B Nothing - he was very gracious, very gracious but he didn't indicate that 
he thought he was talking too sharply to her so I didn't push that. It's 
a little bit unfair to take it out a secretary. You don't do that unless 
you're a little tired. It 1 s also worried him, he's just come home from a 
hard weekend of campaigning, I judge. But it's a hard weekend in the district 
anyway. 
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B And then in the committee sesssion on Tuesday monrning we got into a discussion 
of - St. Clair had presented some briefs in response and it wasn't time to 
do it. 
I had just mentioned that I thought McClory had gotten a little short 
in his - and then we had a discussion in the committee between Rodino 
n and David Dennis. Mr. St. Clair had presented a brief to Rodino for 
~ delivery to the committee in response to our Watergate presentation 
v• to the staff which Rodino considered inappropriate because our rules 
, /\ __ ,, provide that we are going to give him a chance to present his position 
~Jr" when the committee feels like it - when our presentation is completed 
~,,... and then its going to be in the form the committee directs. David 
~
ennis was a little bit put out when he found out about this '"ana:- they 
ot into quite an exchange and the chairman insisted firmly that he was 
oing to go by the rules of the committee and thats what the rules of the 
committee provided. It wasn't that big a deal but the significant thing 
to me was that Delbert Latter was ver loud in stating to the chairman 
111Jhat s rig t - cut off discussion, we don't waot any iscus .... that 
line of which is appropriate perhaps to make your point but he 
continued to talk a ou i an go louder and obviously was upset about it 
and mad. Rodino ignored him but its just that this kind o±'conduct was not 
... was overreacting and I just think that tempers are beginning to get ... 
the edges are beginning to fray a little bit and its not good. David 
Dennis - after the meeting - evidently went up to Peter Rodino and said 
that - gave it g to him again - which was a little bit stronger and Peter 
m ioned it to me as we were leaving and I had tpagree that I felt like -~? ..,J, 
h rrec at was anxious r. t. C air { ~ ,,.,. 
exactly what I want to hear from him and to file an advocate' s brief at ~) 
, / this time - at this stage of the game was, wouldn't have been in accordance 
V with our procedures. Course he's free to write any letter he wants to to 
any memb~r of the committee as long as he doesn't violate the rules of 
• confidentiality which - under which he participated so he's a little bit 
~ JJ caught in an ethical squeeze and he chose this way out of it. IClie significance 
...,_,.,..,,is out of ro or · n to the discomfort its cau~in~ tbe republican members 
~ an a indicates to me that may ewe re a ttiegbit tense here already 
alitl I Chirik'Erematuret,rause it could get worse. 
W If the President continues to stonewall it - in the White House phrase - and 
simply continues to refuse to surrender any documents to the canmittee after 
the committee has supenad them, what precidence do you fear this might set 
in the future if Congress then does not impeach? 
~ B It's going to esJ;abl,ish some precident alright because it sure it a situation 
~
hat's unique and I'm not sure that it would repeat itself but there are several 
hings that we ought to recognize. J:irst, that the President ought not to be 
eached for his fail erate in hi nt. If there 
-· isn't evidence out well then I 
ti we w~· ---~-
no d not remove himR. Ana so this 
fai phrase it just as strongly as you want to, 
fact but certainly standing alone is not 
~ ~going to be enough - ought not to be enough to impeach the President. 
As I view the situation, we knew what we were doing and he knew what he was 
doing. Just th~ fact tl]at W@ didn!-t: fiave t"he J?igh;t; didn't have the power 
to enforce/ am~~H~fll/ne~H¾etmcRXXNRX~igict don't have the right to do it and 
it doesn't mean we· have the obligation 7:o do it if that' s7vhat we need the 
information l,,1tv&T 
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B course it goes back to Andrew Jack - said the Supreme aourt has made its 
d_£2:_s1on now et t em enforce it. that sort of battle has een going n r 
/ generations and I thihk i t 1 s pretty good in terms of we built our consiti~ ional 
✓IZ,c_ system on the recidents we create d · nd that's going 
; •-1 + to e signi icant but is particular thin of the oundaries of executive 
~ ~ pr e are cer any su Ject - not absolutely cer ai y -
· ~limits are su Jee o ative definition. The war powers act of course 
~ . is a legislative definition- on a.rawTng ~untitutional boundaries and I had 
reservations about whether we could do it then and this is much the same 
~ situation when we get to executive privilege - just how far the Congress can 
~.P· go in drawing bmmdaries of - which are established by the constitution 
~
eates some questions but-_ in this particular area - if the Congress 
~ ij it aod tbe President signed the le~isJ at.i.oiJ.,. - then 1 thuik it would 
;,, J,, p sort of be binding on him and those that came after him. Likewise I feel 
t"' that campaign§ would influence. I think this is the sort of inquiry that 
~ I~ m'igh.t come up during the course of a Presidenrjal campaign and so commitbnents, 
~
nd precidents would probably build in this area with the passage of time 
ecause as the executive gets stronger and stronger, this questi0n in one 
form or another is going to be coming up for a long time. So I think the 
recidents are goingr)to build in campaign conversation and exchange in 
addition to - so I don rt - t · · certainly going to be a factor'_ 12_ut I 
don't thinkits going to be controlling. t e uni eness of this 




A little bit of conjecture - but if the President simply refuses to turn over 
any more infonnation and because - perhaps because he hasn't - the Judiciary 
Committee determines that there is not enough evidence axxxkR present to 
directly link him up to any impeachable offense and then votes not to 
impeach, in the face of his not turning over any further information, which 
might be damaging to him, you don't think this would be a fairly grave 
surrender of ~essional perqgative?.. -
,. 1-f"s Cd.+;.;.?) 
Well, ~@ 1M ~--.-ee-surrender in the sense that we've given up a principle 
that we adhere to b,.u.,_t we've got to exhaust our remedies and the 
adverse inference .l'rom withholding ~~f~~~~f~~~ ~~~ .. f-i~~ 
possession nut.if there jtt no facts rrom w 
wh~ that he has any infnrmation one way or the other on a 
particular area of inquiry, then if he gets away with it,why,more power to him. .------_.:.::..... ___ :_ ____ ,:_~.:_ __ ,.,:_ - ----' 
That's right - it would be more power to him. w 
v{ 
1,~ B Yeah, it would be more power - yeah, well maybe that's not a •••• if he gets J.. '" away with it, of course, we'll never know. If he's goteen away with it 
~~,, on that basis, we'll never know. Well of course, if he's gotten away with 
~ it, course we don't know he's gotten away with it, he's just established 
,;....------
1 
a precident that he hadn't do it, but all we've got is the question that 
~ 
he hasn't answered then I think he's, well I think he's got 5th amendment 
rights, although this is a civil proceding and there are areas of question 
,/ anou~ incrimination there and waiver of immunity and that's gets us into 
~
11 sorts of problems. But basically I don't think we ought to put the 
President · · ormation the President has in his hands and hers the 
I don t think he has to t ent. 
This is my view of a rather straine in 
because we are in a civil proceding but its so punative that for all 
practical purposes, it is a criminal one and for that reason and of course 
if you go back to the theory that you have to have criminal conduct to 
impeach the~~certaiulY, within his 5th amendment rights in declining 
to pass it on to us and I don't thinl< the President of the United S"tatefa 
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ought to be 
5th amendment . HeTs 
ti'on and I tnfnk ··- h-·-- t- r ~ 
of having to fall back on tbe 
this informa-
~ Itrs not all bad that the President has got some limits on what he can do. 
~• But this gEillS goes back to what I said earlier, I think it points up that 
-l,.. we ou ht t definiite retty clearly what · its on presidential 
~
"':{ -,... t e...,_rights to presiden 1a _in ormation aod e1eRJJ.:!j.ve privi ege . For 
' example: I 1 m not sure that the President wasn rt on the r"i'gh"'rl:rack in 
 taping these interviews he 1 s had. Well, I mean in terms of building a ~.tJ: historical record and I think maybe if we define by statur e - make clear 
~_,, 1by statute that he has that right and he wouldn
1 t have to worry about having 
~•;,..1..5,to be compelled to produce it, elsewhere, why it might have some salutary 
~effect.s. Historians t:uld, th:f__1;now that what they are getting is St raight 
./ dope. --> f~ l,..,.-.,v•7 
W Exdppt that he might still have to produce it if there were criminal allegations 
B Well, I think we could spell out in legislation that any conversations that the 
President has with anybody with reference to the conduct of his office 
privileged and cannot be used in any circumstance of anything within -
is 
ufh -
I think we could come pretty close to spelling that out and protect it 
entirely and not worry about all this stuff . .. I think if that was the ground 
'1i 
rule then the people that talk M to the President wouldnTt have any basis 
for complaining that information - exculpatory information was being withheld 






You know that !Tm beginning to realize that this - nobody really understands 
what the Congressmen go through. Here ITve had to - I went home all weekend 
and that all that stuff going and had to stay over Monday cause of a lot of 
factors - that the work accumulated - my wife wasn 1 t well - and I just wanted 
to get everything squared away before I came back and so I kinda played hooky 
but them c e back here and came on the plane Tuesday morning and rushed 
to~ the corrmittee mee ing an was a ee meeting an I 
came back and I had a stack of mai 
la.st night, Then I woke up at 6 this morning and cut the hedge and cut the 
grass and got everything cleaned up before you got there and did a load of 
wash and washed the dishes, cooked breakfast and got away by 9:30 - that 1 s 
pretty good isn 1 t it? 
That 1 s not bad. There a Yew other things to do other than impeachment. 
right a few things to do other than impeachment. Well, I 1 m getting 
thatrs a good 
congress is not doing tna 
ironical that at this moment in 
~~- _, ____ z z_ ---Z -=- xorm that 
They 1 ve messed up more times in the Congress I betcha than in any other. 
The Energy bill - couldnTt get an energy bill together - that 1 s all there 
is to that - what kind of leadership is the congress providing at this time 
- it 1 s embarrassing. Course ITm not on the leadership level or of the 
leadership party so rrm pretty free to criticize but it 1 s a pretty sad 
<!ommentary on the systew tbat one chaHcc ug 1 ug l;i,ae to ball ourselves out 
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d create the cao\?l'ess as an...__equal branch. werre 
take all the television time he wants - thatrs 
Do you want me to take a look as some of the things we might have done yesterday 
that were interesting. 
W Yeah - do you have some notes on that? 
B Yeah. ot ahold of ever Thursday and turned it over 
to the Times - as far as 
W They did have a pretty thorough - this was on the wire tapping - Kissingerrs 
role? 
e11gnt 10 coming up to some of my 
outside and he'said 
Strangely enougn, 
Qttc ><<•A- A , P -'T ........ ,.... pretty 
I mentioned about the most eventful thing that took place was we spilled 
o:- coffee on my sheet and so i 1ve got a stained repufa!~on here. --WH1f'was interesting that a good deal of what we saw yesterday was tap confidential 
because it was the Grand Jury procedings of this trial they are getting ready 
to have in this plummers thingx and Judge Gizelle turned loose - gave it to 
us under the strict undersHanding that we wouldnrt turn loose of it so we 




W What did Doar say to that. 
B Doar said - flat out - No! And then he got into a kinda strained view 
want 
of what was jpdirect .nd so I made a note here that I want to go ba& and 
read them - read what Doar said - cause it didn 1 t make sense. David Young 
~ ~res pretty big in this ut he never testified ublic! before 
~(,_,, t e ena e se ec committee but his evidence on a pledge of immunit was 
:JI 1.-~ goo an en ightening an pretty big . Fret y s1gn1 1cant part of 
r11,r,:-7 the case - just his fi~s±xkau testimony about first hand info1Illl1ation 
~""'J,, about flsberg and contemplation of that. But here again no contact between 
~ ~ im and the President so my view of what took lac d all of this 
•✓~ ~lsberg stuff was a lot of foo · ess carried on by a bunch of kids for . no 
~
• ~ good reas on llnd the President never knew about it. So I just don 1 t know -
course it was pretty damaging to Erlichman and that crowd - that will show 
up by September. rrm quite sure the President liilbclxxkN181~ wasn't conscious 
of - didn't know that they were going to do an illegal act that's my conclusion 
from. 
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B They got on old - after Hunt and his crowd broke in out there - they got on 
them for an excess of authority and we got into a discussion - an exc ess of 
authority was whether he was authorized to enter or not - whether he exceeded 
that by entering - but I think the real excess of author· g 
about is that t urniture to make it loo and 
en er ng or robbery purposes. It 1 s ir~nical that they didn 1 t ~_ ao far as I 
~ :1££:.: tell. - cney cJ l(]rj' j find rtre- file. If they did, we didn T t see them. But 
the doctor said the files were still there and n handled. So these 
damn mexicans, cubans ey were doing when they got inside. 
W No record to show that they got anything ... 
B Well, they deny that they found anytliing. But the doctor said it was right 
there and it was on top of the pile and had been messed up. _L..Qt of ..il.etail 
of the operation t1Sandwedge 11 and a lot of people wanted to know why did we 
go i'"nto that - that was abandoned and never accomplished anything and Doar 
explained that was the granddaddy of the Liddy plan and that 1 s the reason 
that we were benefited with that but here again, nothing very significant. 
"~ The question came up"Mil@ Elsberg was never wire tapped offici ]Jv but he 
was picked up on one of these ot er wire as ram ime to tim. 
qu in answered was whet er wire tapping is a - whether listening 
-
in on conversatons between Elsberg and others wliich were picked up because 
they were auditing the other fella, whether that violates Elsberg 1 s rights 
"G> and evidently :idtR~ that it does. 
~ Talked yesterday about Judg~nd I think its another indicateon that the 
'4., 1President was not acti ng im;r~~l;. I think he made a sociable contact with 
t1tA"':'r'Burn while there but there isn 1 t any ..... Erlichman didn 1 t have any compunction 
~~"'P't all about it - he just did it ... I don 1 t think the President was doing & nything ... well, Burn walked by with Erlichman and he just saw him out on the 
~,, ~lawn and went out to chat with him a second but that was it. 
~~ But do you think - or in the process of yesterday 1 s discussion, is anybody 
,1:J"' trying to link up the President with the invitation for Burn to cane there 
~ 
or do you think Erlichman did that on his own? 
B on his own without reall under-
s about. I mean wi ou really the President 
\
undeEstan ing exactly w a e si as all about. Now that 1 s my reaction 
and I want to emphasize that - you know - I usually, I sometimes get 
different view when I _ bac and read these i ave 
~
0 ~n points out that Burns resume was discusse. es 
been a prosecutor under Johnson. Nixon put him on the bench 
a prosecutor under Johnson and he 1 s a democrat and I suspect 
he 1 s the kind of democrat that John Doar is a republican but - because he sure 
did accept an appointment from Nixon. Doar - even Doar says there 1 s clearly 
no consideration of Burn for an immediate appointment and I don 1 t even tlimnk 
this line of inquiry is another one that doesn 1 t produce a whole lot. And 
that 1 s when we broke it up. 
W Apparently a lot of yesterday was press attention on the committee on the 
Kissinger threat to quit and exactly who was leaking what from the committee 
and what the files that the committee has shows on Kissinger - can you kinda 
sum up your reaction on the whole flap as to Kissinger 1 s threat to quit, 
whether he 1 s getting a bum rap, whether you think he 1 s did or did not directly 
initiate these wire taps and whether, if he did, makes any d\,fference to you. 
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W You mentioned that the Kissinger thing helped bring into focus the whole 







I wa ted to say whs that the significance 
..., ... .L~-'-..,U-'-UE,'--'- .., .!:''-'--'- '--'-'--'-.l:''-'-'--'-"U ....... the wire ta . w~e- testi:fj:ed -
----~ ~ -~ - in ica es a lack of character or an_ything of that,/ 
ea f~ulty recoilection but whatever it is ~ that 
iry/i~e~oing to mess up one mQ!'_e_..career and that 1 s 
ad ±uL" Lllt: crnmtry. rthui[ Kissinger's done a t jnb. Al.so I think 
recognize that Mr. Kissinger's getting to be a little bit of a 
prima donna cause - damn - that 1 s no way to carry on. And if I were in the 
~ ,}\ 
ini:ern atic community I would make a nota tbat j,f you want to , i,_....---
get Kissin er 1 s goat then ou · abou hi sacred honor. -
_o, I 1 m d~inted in the man and the way he reacted that badly an that 1 s 
it. 
Your personal reaction to wire tapping especially when they g.m±Ef got off of 
national security items and got into peoples personal lives and those taps 
apparently weren 1 t terminated - apparently they were just continued on - how 
do you react to that? 
Those taps that weren 1 t terminated ... we 1 re getting a brief which we 1 ve haven 1 t 
gotten but we 1 ve got some view - I 1 ve got some view of the legality of wire 
tapping and the ~esident wasn 1 t entirely without basis for going forward 
on national security wire tap now where this is going to finally end up 
I don ins afte ithout a basis -
is~ little bit frig teneing. s one area u.....t'hink you 1 ve really got to 
take it carefully because its so easy to abuse and we 1 re getting more and 
moEe sophisticated about - you know - in our handling of these things, They 1 ve 
bl.lilt it to surreptitiously - surrepticious survellience is entirely possi~ 
an owe Just ot to be lliore and more careful these things so I was worried 
about the X!rJ!Qi:ill± implication a out if an partic ar y at they continued 
without what appeared to be real good cause but as far as relating that to 
the impeachment, I don 1 t hF]jeye tbQ RPssideut 1 s involved in that and I don 1 t 








~P One of the things that was bugging me today was ~rg and how he justified 
~  what he had done in terms of making his public statements about Kissinger. 
~ ~I . .A And so I went over and asked him. I inquired to make sure that I hadn't 
(?JVT'V missed somebody calling him on the carpet at a formal meeting and nobody 
had so I went ahead and asked him about it during a break - and asked him 
~~ if he didn't consider that a breech qfJ?onf2dsJ;J.;l;;isJity pnd he said no that 
1 L he made no specific reference to any document but simply stated his conclusion 1/ that - that his conclusion from his information was different from that of 
Kissinger - basically, that was his view. Which to me is a complete breech 
.~ 
but its just rationalization that's hard to justify. And I reported that 
imterview with several other republicans over there and they just kinda laughed 
at it. He's been such a low profile guy to suddenly just out in this fashion 




I was chatting with Barbara Jordan about it and she said she thought that he 
was just kinda spaced out about the whole thing. She couldn't understand why 
he'd done it. I guess the best way to understand it is when you sit between 
Waldie and Conyers, it must tear up anybody and that's probably the only 
reason I can explain his conduct. 
( 11: ttl-_e I, 
We did get behind a iE~e course of ~x, course of presentation 
during the morning asking some irrelevant questions and Jbhn S~iberling tried 
to - made several comments indicating that he was getting impatient which to 
me was much like the alcoholic at a temperance rally. In any event that did 
push us along but it was surprising. 
I had an interesting discussion with Barbara Jo!'..._dan coming back from one of 
our breaks. We talked about several tltings and she's quite obviously got -
I il1.e.,_an a lot of people lo to her advic · d ement which is pretty sound 
and she J.JTiplied that Albert and the democr ig 
plans to televise hearings or deliberations · s 
an s e wanted to be sure I felt the same 
:sway and I noticed he:r dup.fug the course of the afternoon - the subject 
came up several times in other presences and she's lobbying against it and 
I think that's sound cause we sure don't need public televised hearings. 
She also mentioned that Doar and Jenner are chaffing at the bit to get all 
the information that we've turned in released. Then they are concerned about 
the security and the leaks and so forth. I told her that I didn't think that 
would be appropriate but she didn't get upset about what - what she said was 
that she agreed with me more or less but wasn't sure she could take a public 
position in hhat situation. 
The security does concern me but I felt .like - and I told her in our discussion -
that I thought our security in the committee had been better than we really 
judged that a whole lot of information is still being withheld and we certainly 
were making better progress by keeping the press out of there and it would 
be disastrous if we had them present for our further discussion. She kinda 
a reed me but I told her I though e hearings 
c "f she' me up. She SJI.J:.d she' and that's the most 
I could get ou ha awfully we're going to open our 
hearings in the committee and they are going to ~·~ a £ircns 0tt{:Af it and 
delay it too long. But I'm of the view that we s ouldn't at the moment. 
I also chatted with Barbara JOrdan about her feeling on impeachment and I was 
- I really think she and i are pretty much on the same wave length there. 
----- -= She just says what theory have we got to go on. She's anxiously waiting the 
theory that our staff might come up with for impeachment. You know I mentioned 
, ./ 
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B earlier that Wiggins has asked for them to do that and werve asked them to do 
that any nwnber of times and so werre making progress in that regard. I think 
that even shers - they are retaining an open mind and I think she carries a 
lot of people with her. 
Prior to the conversation with Jordan or during the luncheon break - I had 
lunch with the Virginia delegation - Bill Scott gets us all together every 
two weeks or so and most of the Virginia delegation was there. Dan Daniel 
was the only democrat. As a matter of fact I donrt think Tommy Downing and 
Dave Satterfield consider themselves invited becaase it is a republican meeting 
in which xkR~ Dan Daniel joins us. 
But invariably when we get together they all turn around and ask me about 
impeachment so I gave it to them pretty straight according to my view of 
it - it was still touch and go. 
We got on the subject ofKissinger and Dan Daniel said that the White House 
is exploring - wanted to know what to do about - whether a strong resolution 
in support of Kissinger would fly. Bill Scott said herd been called upon 
to make statements in support of Kissinger and sign resolutions and so forth 
W Called upon by the White House ... 
B No, not by the White House but by other senators - I think Allen is circulating 
one. And I told him my view of it was that there were substantial inconsistencies 
between Kissingerrs testimony and that he could be made to look bad if somebody 
set out to do it. But my own judgement was to expect him to remember that much 
over that period of time was too much and that they were not consequencial in 
terms of the overall qualifications for the office and so I was disappointed 
that he had taken the tack that he could and we all agreed that he was obviously 
emotionally overwrought. 
Bill Scott - and my advice to both of them was that therers a possibility that 
it could prove embarrassing and in view of our previous history with Agnew 
and incidentally, thatrs complicating this whole Kissinger support theory, so 
many people got caught then that my advice was to stay loose on the question 
because it could prove embarrassing. But I didnrt think it sbnuld and then 
we all joined in a general cussing match about Eilberg - and nobody seems to 
know him very well - hers been pretty low profile all these years but I think 
that rs about as disgraceful a performance as we rve lR d yet from the committee 
or anybody else in the Congress. And I hope we can get straightened out better. 
W When you told them it was still your view of impeachment that it was still 
touch and go - what do you mean - among the committee or your view 
B No, I gave them, my view ofit was that the thing wasnrt foreclosed either 
way at the moment and that a lot of significant information (W-As far as 
your vote goes) my vote and the committee vote. Bill Whitehurst said that 
he heard that Chuck Wiggins had a great following and that he could control 
a lot ov votes on the committee by his action and I - my response to that 
was that I was quite sure that Wiggins had a strong reputation and that I 
also felt like the president had a greater claim of loyalty on him possibly 
than any other member of the committee and as Wiggins voted for impeachment 
that school was out. And I do feel like that his view is going to shore up 
whichever side he goes to but if he votes for impeachment then I think it 
will be a clear indication that the President is getting ready to leave office. 
David Dennis got mad - said that herd read in the paper about some staff memos 
that had been leaked out and he hadnrt even seen them and didnrt know what the 
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B history of that was and Rodino explained that if you want ed the staff to do 
something for you and look up something that they'd be gl ad to do it but 
memos were confidential. So Dennis - the question followed from that - well, 
what is he doing to plug the leaks and the chairman said we're not going to 
issue any more memorandums. So we had to concede that that was the one solution 
to that problem but the overall view of our approach to solving this problem 
of the leaks is not too good. 
But that may be the only solution left to us. 
W What does Scott say about - does he say much about impeachment in the context 
of these meetings or just ... 
B I don't think he's met with us before. This was the first time that I've been 
with him where the subject has come up in any detail and I just think the 
Senate has a - I just didn't really think about what - that he was there and 
I don't xkxx think that he actively entered into the discussion except to ask 
us this question about Kissinger. 
Now Bobby Danill raised the question about impeaching for failure to cooperate 
and I explained to him and I'll stick to that - what I've always said that the 
most we can get out of that is inference tied to the rest of the facts - that 
I don't believe that anybody would seriously impeach the president for his 
failure to cooperate. 
Incidentally, we had the impoundment presentation this afternoon which was 
a lengthy memorandum presented us by some red-headed Harvard lawyer on the 
staff who gave us a pm:ty good presentation. I had practiced law with a 
red-headed Harvard lawyer who became a Governor and I was prepared for the 
worst but he had the leveling influence of having been born in Big Stone Gap 
bur .. rt:his this guy didn't have any levity in him so he made a pretty good 
presentation and as a matter of fa.ct I left because I saw that Drinan was 
tearing into this as his specialty and so he was making a big thing out of 
it but I - as Barbara Jordan and I agreed - we agreed that if we're going 
to impeach the president, it won't be for impoundment. She volunteered it 
and I agreed with her. I don't think impoundment was ever a serious considera-
tion but it took a lot of taxpayers money and a lot of time but we got a 
awfully good memorandum out of it on the subject of impoundment which I 
can use for speech material if nothing else. 
W ... hotseat like you and Barbara Jordan and a few others who might be in that 
sort of imdependent of party ... 
B Oh yeah, yes sir - yes sir! Yeah, I think there are a lot of pre-judgements 
already made but until - they haven't come up with any real, theory yet that's 
very helpful to us. 
This morning ~e,.:t~eRtiBt£er the - sort of the enemies list stuff. That sonofabitch 
Dean Birch had/his nig mouth in this thing again I noticed - referring to 
Eilbergism. I think the White House just makes a mistake to make this a personal 
exchange between - to use every opening to humiliate the committee cause we 
certainly are trying and.J, think Gerry Ford is_ge:t.;ting._a..lii::tl.e...b~t out of 
Jill§ . Here again we had the same ofct 1¥11estions of what is the relevance of 
what we are doing and we were talking about the enemies list this morning 
hich is interesting - question of why the enemies and all these people and 
all of this prosecution - the IRS things and things of that nature and its 
very thin linkage between that and the White House. There is one conversation 
with Haldeman just before that eventful experience with Dean on Sept. 15th 
in which Haldeman explained that Dean was harrassing the enemies and the 
president said gave his approbation and that's about the only link we've 
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B got between the president and that sort of thing. And I feel like thatrs sort 
of thin. 
~ i 
Oh, incidentally, there was a Sequoia trip last night that I heard about - ( 
several people were invited - Cohen said he was invited and then they called 
l
back and retracted the invitation. But - not basically that - I think they 
thought overit and decided it wouldnrt be apprppriate but he had evidently 
declined in the meanwhile. I just thought that was interesting. Evidently 
some people are being courted by the White House and thatrs interesting. ) 
The whole legality of presidential access to tax information on individual< 
was kicked around and probably some people that are violating the law but 
rrm not certain. 
W (question not clear) Have you heard anything further from 
B No, that one call was the only one rrve gotten. rrve seen them - theyrre 
very cordial to me and they havenrt made any efforts to follow them up. 
There was some information about ... 
I guess the thing that I most want to get into the record ix - well, he 
was helping John Wayne and Billy Graham and making inquiries on their behalf 
which I donrt think were altogether improper but therers a fifteen minute 
tape on Sept. 15th still missing that may be very helpful that we ought to 
hear and we are still trying to get it from Jaworski because they deals 
perhaps with some of these things. 
Trent Lott was - coined a phrase which I thought - he says they were harrassing 
John Wayne but he looked into the record and it looked to him like it was back 
in 1966 when Johnson was President and he says - the principle is pretty well 
established around here that to the victor goes the right of harrassment. And 
he seemed to think that was fair game. 
This is whatrs new and werve just got to respect the security of this one ... 
(insert security pages beginning with number 4--a: 6/13/ 74-
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B Jenner mentioned that he interview KalWTiba.ch personally and apparently he 
spent hours with him. Tha.tts a reflection on his ability to delegate stuff 
and which may be one of the reasons why wetre moving so slow. I just pass 
that a.long for what its worth. 







What was your impression - while wetre on that Flag Day - did it give you 
any feelings or emotions in connection with what you a.re doing or what it 
sort of totally unrelated 
Well, it was an emotional experience for everybody but, no, congressmen dontt 
sh?w up - tha.tts the disgraceful pa.rt of the Flag Day ceremony. 
Why not ... there werentt too many there. 
No, there werentt. 
arbara Jordan singing that national anthem. 
now -
Yeah, well/ she did tell me - she really does get - in fact I was joking with 
her about it - she says she just gets all choked up .-a.:t- the,se- t-h4n~s-and-enjgys 
th~ tremendously. So d:is!__Jim Mann. And I just felt the same way. She says 
she .i_us-rn-iubbers at thosel:11:ings ana I told her well, next year wetll sell 
tickets and have anig crowd. 
Yeah, I was impressed with it. It was quite well done. Yeah, I was glad I was 
there - well the whole picture - walking a.round the Capital and everything 
else makes you realize the r esponsibility wetve got here in this particular 
thing. 
Well, we talked about impoundment - policy impoundments as opposed to traditional 
impoundment and my view of it was that the president was pretty high handed but 
not impeachable and I think thatts shared by everybody. 
One little incident - we began the day by - cause on tab nWTiber 7 reference to 
Erlichman wanting to screw everybody was the comment and McClory objected to 
that and thought maybe it would be to used against would be appropriate but 
then we got to a later interview in which Erlichman said he was glad to get 
an opportunity to tell the IRS that he thought they were doing a crappy job 
on OtBrien and but when the tab came up to us the word was not crappy but 
bad indicating a policy - different policy depending on whose writing the 
information for us but I thought it was amusing. I asked McClory if he didntt 
want to protest that and you know - he doesntt laugh - he didntt laugh, he 
smiled. I said something to him the other day that I thought was devilishly 
clever but all I got was a benign patronizing smile indicating to me that his 
sense of hWTior is deserting him here in the stretch under the pressure which 
is too bad. Certainly couldntt be that my joke wasntt funny. 
W One question before we break for the weekend - have you thought any more a.bout 
your thinking on the discretionary power of congress - the discretionary power 
to not impeach a president even if he has committed a crime if its in the 
national interest to keep him in - have you had a cha.nee to lt:rhink any more. 
B No, no, except that I mentioned it at the luncheon today just±~ tried it out 
on those folks - didntt indicate that I was trying it out - and Bill Whitehurst 
said a lot to that - you know - hets a political scientist you know. But I 
think its an original observation so Itm going back and look a.round a little 
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B bit and see if some of the other guys have been saying. You might look it up 
if you've got access to B«rger's book ... 
W Oh, did it come out of that ... 
B No, no it comes out of my own head but I'm trying to figure out whether I'm 
hitting on something that's way out or something that's been said before and 
so forth and we don't know yet. 
-------------------second side---------
' I 
This I want to dictate with reference to a Wednesday session which wasnrt 
significant in terms of what it produced. The session began - beginning 
later and later - this one started around 10 but it was well into 10:30 
before we got started. I guess the opening business was - everybody was 
upset about Kissinger - even in the informal discussion ahead of time. 
to vote 
Marazi ti wanted/a vote of confidence right then on Kissinger. Rodino said 
we had enough problems. Railsback suggested that the committee was becoming 
a joke and the Newsweek - the commentator - and the commentator told me that 
Kissingerrs making the committee look bad. He wanted me to talk about it. 
W Commenta tor wanted Railsback to talk about it ... 
B Wanted me to - he's just some commentator in the hall as we came in but I 
declined to do that but you know the thing about it thatrs concerned me 
all along is that we don't want to get into a public relations battle. 
Thatrs what's wrong with the way the President :ixx has handled himself in 
that he has - well, all of his tapes indicate his preoccupation with that 
sort of thing (W-public relations) Right! That I think is where we are. 
W You think the committee shouldnrt get involved in trying to make itself 
look good ... 
B Thatrs right - yeah - we have a job to do. Itrs inappropriate - entirely 
inappropriate for a judge, for example, to make public statements about 
whatrs taken place. He can make them from the bench and that's what ,Judge 
Burn did in the E.Rsberg case - thatrs where it really was revealed publicly 
that - confirmed publicly that he had discussed this thing with Erlichman 
and Nixon. So that's really what concerned me about the Kissinger thing -
think werve got to tough it out and live through it. I havenrt quite 
been conscious yet to the RX~ extent that Eilberg has been on the tube 
imply revealing confidences and hers the most ineffective sort of guy -
u know disappears in the woodwork - hers been there 10 
so and there are vEl·y few people even know h1s name and yet hers 
profile and all of a sudden hers getting carried away and I understand 
he's got an 80% Jewish constituency in his district which interests me from 
the political point of view. I should think one Jew standing up in public -
mayfue he's not Jewish, Ird better not say that, although he sounds a little 
at way. 
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But he has a heavy Jewish constituency. 
Thatrs what I understand. 
~hich is probably why he likes Kissinger. 
I would think and everyway you look at it - itrs inappropriate for that comment 
but it upsets me because I think the committee has handled itself pretty well. 
This has been - maybe you think - the gravest ... 
This is the first instance in which I've know the guy to stand up and brag 
about it ... 
Brag about the leaking ... 
~out 1.ealdog - yeah_. From the pl!Ei:n:i: point of view of the committee and I 
inkwe've handled ourselves pretty well, I 1 m disappointed in terms of the 
substance of what we did yesterday. We talked about Judge Burn and the overtures 
that were made to him. You know everything we have has a perfectly reasonable 
explanation to it, from the presidentrs point of view - his preoccupation with 
other things. It 1 s pretty much in the news that he told Judge Burn that he 
didn 1 t know what the status of the trial was - the Ellsburg trial, which I 
think he could because as many things as hers got going on and the shielded 
summary, he could have thought that it was pretty much over. And you know these 
news summaries that he gets but _______ trial so 
I think the transcript shows that herd followed the whole Ellsberg affair very 
closely. He considered that very importl.clll1t. 
Yes - I think that's a fair statement. Itrs just unbelievable that they would 
do that - proposition the judge - buy the judge in this fashion and Nixon 1 s 
direct involvement in itwas marked in Erlichman] suspect although was launching 
ic n and a social chat for a few seconds. Although there a conflict 
between Erlic ans s a ent that Judge Burn and the president only chatted 
about the weather or - and possibly the duhation of the ±~a trial. Judge 
rn . an interview with Doar and Rodino/ s~JaVthe talked about the 
cwpointment. (W-said Nixon talked about the appoinbnent Yea. ea, that 
doesn't disturb me too much in that sense, I<..Q__anrt see any difference bewween 
a president talking directly to him and launching tEza0xi±~ Erlichman to do it. 
You mean itrs clear rhat he did launch Erli_ctmiaI1---.. 
I would say - well, they met at San Clemente and Nixon abivously knew what 
he was doing there other occasions told people that he was expecting 
;Judge Burn - that he would consider Ju n e wo ave been a good 
appointmen u ·snot w· se he accepted the invitation 
and he should have known better. I think I would at this momen -
president called me up now allcl--said he was considering an appoinbnent -
appointing me to the Supreme Court - I'd probably jump at it a little bit 
you know, I mean - if thatrs what I really wanted to do, I would probably 
want to explore it but - I mean that would be my initial reaction but certainly 
I can see from a position that werre in on the committee, we ought not to do 
that and Judge Burn should have seen that and so hers not without fault in it. 
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B And then of course he called him back a second time and said whatever he 
said - basically that it would be improper to consider it. He could have 
done that by telephone it seems to me. 
One interesting thing that - the Washington Star news story really revealed 
this - conversation between Judge Burn and the Washington Star turned it 
up through an interview with the gardener we understand. 
W Gardener at San Clemente ... 
B Gardener at San Clemente. Evidently he had a log book and ma~ they came 
by to see if - and maybe its public record, I don 1 t know. But evidently 
they said to the gardener - anybody unusual been here - and he said Judge 
Burn. Now that 1 s basically how they found out about it now I don 1 t know 
whether the gardener had any business talking to him but theinteresting thing 
to me was that we ~µf~c~~ij Burn, Erlichman and the president that Burn 1 s 
conversation with xfriex~~~sxlliem didn 1 t exceed 15 minutes. The Washington 
Star news story had the president sitting down for a two hour intimate chat 
with Judge Burn which is a reflection on somebody 1 s profession. 
e ironical thing about the Ellsburg case from our revelations is the 
significance that the Judge attached to certain things in dismissing the 
~:ail!Jl~~ cowplBint - in dismissing the suit, Que of the things for example, 
wa.s the wire tap information. The White House was unable to produce-the 
conversations what Ellsburg that they had tapped. Now they didn 1 t tap 
Ellsburg directly and nobody knows or has told us why Ellsburg wasn 1 t tapped 
directly which is interesting. Seems to me that if they are going to tap 
somebody they probably decided that because he was a defendant, that would 
be a little bit inappropriate. ~ut they did pick up some Ellsbu];'.g_conversations 
with }budmax Halperin and in fact Ellsbur was at Halperin 1 s house - made a 
on re. of these conversations were kept ou o BI 
records and evidentually sequestered by Margin and delivered to Erlichman and 
then in the Whiee House but they weren 1 t available and nobody knew where 
they were at the time the suit was dismissed. I don 1 t think it had any 
significance with reference to the trial at all and if they had come 
forward - if they had been produced and ma de available at that time - I 
doubt - well, there 1 s a serious question about xk whether they would have 
been dismissed or not. 
,,,. 
Now I want you to understand that you just can 1 t talk about this with anybody 
because this could really prejudice that trial and so we have to be careful 
about it. 
W You mean 
B The current trial - yeah. And you know I 1 m sure that it might not be appropriate 
just to table this particular tape and not transcribe it for the present. 
W For the time being - okay. 
B Cause that would - can 1 t you keep an envelope embargoed or something like 
that. And have you caught up with me on the transcripts incidentally. 
W Pretty near, we 1 re about three or four. 
we 
B Well, maybe ~mt ought to wait a few days before we type up anymore until we 
get this wave over with. 
I had to go by - well that 1 s the thing that upset me about the Ellsburg trial 
Erlichman 1 s intransegence - if that 1 s the case, although he wasn 1 t in the White 
House anymore. Just caning forward and saxx saying well this is where the tapes 
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B are cause thatrs the factor. I mean if this is where our records are if that 
had been a factor and there are some other pieces of information that was 










it didnrt affect the trial at all. It would have made a damned martar out of 
them amb<.a. It also makes me think that Judge Burn dismissed the suit to save 
is own hide - to save further embarrassment for himself. He had no business 
going down there and the president had no business talking to him - he had no 
business going down to see him. I just think the whole darned thing was messed 
up and Ellsburg is - as far as Irm concerned - is a crook - just a cheap 
opportunist crook and he can put it on as high a plane as he wants to but 
there isnrt any getting around it - he stole classified information and in time 
of war, it would be treason. And to let him go on this technicality is pretty 
distressing. I think in the course of our recent history might have been a little 
bjt different if we had convicted him of this particular transaction. 
In what way? 
M1rf1.1YI?.. not a hero but somewh 
Well, hers a national hero - a ma.rte~. Hers somewhat a marter/ because he a martE 
stood up for what was right - you can put that in quotes bul: in my judgement, 
he is not but the record does not make that perfectly clear and a confiction 
would. 
So thatrs one of the ironies - that the people who were out to get him -
blew it ... and they lose. 
Blew it - yeah, thatrs right. 
As far as the presidentrs role in all that went, it does appear to be clear that 
he launched Erlichman ... 
Well, he launched Erlichman. I think he also directed - this is implicit, not 
expressed. He just said, Erlichman, letrs look into tbis gny and see if hers 
~sted and so fortb Now therers no evidence that he sat down and conspired 
to bribe him and here again itrs one of those marginal situations - itrs not 
even marginal, it was bad taste, poor judgement and maybe even unethical but 
not high crime or misdemeanors. 
But, within the committee, is it beginning to shape up that this particular 
instance could be a serious thing in terms of the bribery.phrase in the 
impeachment section ... 
No, No. That view doesnrt - you know, you pick it up informally, but nobody 
indicates that. I have a sense that this and later on we went into the IRS 
which is where we are at the moment, no link at all with the president in that 
sort of stuff and so the question was asked by one of the congressmen, why 
are we taking our time up with this and I think basically that what they are 
going to try to establish is improprieties in two areas - selective auditing 
and improper use of information. They are going to try to link it to the 
White House but not to link - they arenrt going to able to link it to the 
president. Thatrs the way itrs shaping up. 
hn Doar is not appogetic for not producing anything. His atti~ude :ix on 
these things is - these questions have been raised and werve given you all 
he facts and - pretty objective still - although I think he dearly would 
like to impeach the president because his place in history would not be 
much without it and the whole staff - you have that ~eeling you know that 
theyrre struggling - fighting to be objective about x± this thing but they 
shore would like to have a winner, you know. Itrs like playing in the World 
Series and not hitting a home run - not that you could - but I have pretty 
~gh regard for the way theyrve handled themselves through that . 
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W You do have - even if they have been sort of feeling it. 
B Oh yeah. I mean theyrve made a great effort to cover it up ... I mean to ... 
I donrt think theyrve acknowledged it even to themselves but if temptation 
reared its ugly head I think theyrre struggling with it and probably coming 
out about as strongly as anybody could expect. 
W The Watergate staff seemed to have produced a lot of bombshells - Senate 
Watergate staff - when that thing was going along last summer and apparently 
xkR~ turned up with Butterfield the tape situation from the interregation of 
Butterfield. Has anything like that happening in the Judiciary Committee 
investigation or is it pretty well dogged investigation of documents and 
tapes. Has there been any original decective work? 
B I think the best way to answer that is to say that John Doar has a unique 
talent for makin excitin seem dull a ~ xx~~XNRii our 
b , it would have ex lo e an we would have one on and not even 
knmvn it ad been there. I donrt think we were quite so conscious o e 
Kissinger question - ±or' example - when we went through it - at least I 
wasnrt - which k leads me to believe that the press sensationalizes what 
is not sensational in many instances. For example, this Kissinger disparity 
between testimony - two or three years after the fact - and sa what actually 
occurred is certainly being distorted out of all proportions by Kissinger 
included and so it flew. I think much of the sensation in the Watergate 
(Senate Watergate) was manufactured by the press and facts keep coming out 
that I ~Rn recall having read in headlines. I just more and more believe 
that this sort of an investigation belongs in an executive session for that 
reason if none other. And Thatrs Pretty Much Where We Are. 
and things 






head sets - earphones ... 
Well you know we havenrt had any tapes this week. Well - the atmosphere -
you mean while its going on - pretty intense - pretty intense. Its 
interesting to watch people laugh for different reasons. You know its 
like a littte chitg.sitting someplace and all of a sudden just giggles 
or laughs/ ~nds?~rr MBHgt know what it is. Like somebody talking to them-
selves - telling jokes to themselves cause therers nothing going on. 
Yourre looking at them and they start laughing. You havenrt got the earphones 
on but people - they lose themselves. No, yourre not conscious of other 
people around you, youTre just - and the conversations are engaging - Nixon 
is quite a - you know - what he says, you have to listen. I mean he moves 
a conversation along. Its fascinating to listen to them. 
I guess when you do notice the other people does it look - how - do they 
look like a bunch of engineers with a earphones on ... 
Oh, I donrt know, I havenrt sized them up physiologically - its like something 
from Mars I guess. 
But its pretty intense in the room there ... 
Oh yes, (W-most of the people are listening) Oh, absolutely! Lord, you could 
hear a pin drop. And the earphones come off and comments start up pretty fast /2-_ 
again - but they come off pretty fast. Your ears get pretty tired t!i9 CF£ Y ~A7 quickly. 
I bet they do - do they pinch kinda 
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B Mine did and I finally figured it was on too tight - yeah, I had to take my 
glasses off and you prop them up like this so they wouldnrt hurt. But after 
I played with it for a while I figured it was just too tight. My wife said 
it must be too tight if it was hurting. I donrt know how she got to be such 
an expert on earphones but thatrs what happened. 
But this week there havenrt been any earphones ... 
B No tapes this week. We had one Thursday afternoon and I missed that. I snuck 
off a few minutes early Thursday to make a commencement speech. 
W Have you gotten together with any other republican members of the committee 
since you came back from Roanoke over the weekend ... 
B No, werve just been busy. I donrt know what happened but I had so much mail 
piled up here when I got back Tuesday night I had no chance to talk to anybody 
and Wednesday night I laid the carpet down you see and waxed thefloor so I 
haventt had that. rr11 probably get - well, just informal and walking 
around but the central things that concern the committee right now is the 
leaks. But we arenrt turning up anything on this crap. 






Well, yeah, therers a lot of that but I have - werve moved it pretty fast this 
week - the votes at this time coincided and I had to go to that House 
Administration meeting - I wanted to follow election law reform at the same 
time and thatrs killinr me too. Thatrs going on at exactly at the same time. 
I thought when I got on two committees rrd have somethingto do for sure and 
I did that. 
A little earlier in the process you talked about Wiggins as being one of the 
sort of intellectual leaders among the republicans on the Judiciary Committee 
and rrm wondering what his role is now that Hutchinson has been out quite a 
bit - McClory is apparently sort of the acting leader but is Wiggins still 
sort of the philosophical, intellectual main thrust of the republicans or 
is anybody exercising .... 
ship 
Well, I attended republican caueus meetings, member/ meeting, leadership 
meetings and whenever I could but rrve given that kinda a low priority because 
I thought they were pretty unproductive and werve almost got stereotypes on 
the committee in terms of getting somewhere. You can almost predict what 
everybody is going to say by just any given problem. Wiggins is certainly 
ENRXE£x±k~ well, the president is his constituent, to begin with and so hers 
- not of course - that may have some tax implications. Theoretically Richard 
Nixon is represented by Charles Wiggins in the congress. That simply means 
that I suspect that he has probably got a good deal closer contact with 
people who have known the president longer than any other member of the 
committee so hers probably got some insight into it that we donrt have. 
He is capable of pretty good analysis of legal matters. Modesty forbids whether 
±ka± I concede that hers got the best legal mind on the committee or not but 
certainly hers well thought of and followed and hers taken the time Ithink 
to go into this thing. Now right in the middle of it all, he had to take 
off to California during the primary and we lost him for a couple of days 
there and I canrt remember exactly what was under discussion but I did feel 
like his absence was apparent from our deliberation. Hers made a very great 
point of - in a subtle way - of bringing Doar back to the position, making 
him intellectually:ionest as to just why werre are following a particular line 
of inquiry. Even yesterday, for example, I mentioned the question of just why 
are we going into all these efforts to= actually the efforts were to get 
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B Caulfield, a de-frocked New York policeman, iNiE running the IRS alcohol tax 
unit or inforcement, I believe it was. Wiggins says so what in I thought a 
very nice way and then Doarrs response was well, basically werre just trying 
to put together the pattern and wer11 connect it together later which we 
havenrt connected to it this morning. We quit in the middle of the last 
presentation but Wiggins serves a real good pllt'pose in giving it a more 
objective view than you would expect from a man whose as closely involved 
in the California and with the president as hers been. It would be 
interesting to see - you mentioaed the fact that herd kinda stepped aside -
Hutchinson kinda stepped aside - well, I think that Ed Hutchinson is pretty 
well established - that you canrt isolate a portion of your anatomy and still 
be a whole man and right now I think hers still uncomfortable and not strong 
and sort of abdicated a leadership role and Irm interested as I was thinking 
about that just the other day - what the responsibilities of the ranking member 
are. I think he views it as a responsibility to cooperate with any effort 
but he doesnrt want to carve out a position thatrs clearly identified with 
him as a republican. I think hers handled himself ~xg just right in the 
sense that as far as striving for an objective view and he has strong 
feelings about things - about the impeachment but he hasnrt made an effort 
to impress his xx views on anybody and some people criticize that as an 
abdication or responsibility but I think thatrs just his view of it that hers 
not trying to impose his judgement on the res;t of us just cause hers been 
here longer and I think itrs pretty much to his credit. As a matter of 
fact, I have that feeling myself, Pm - it would be nice to have a ramrod 
when we had a strong republican position but really they are not developing 
too often in this thing. David Dennis is quite interested in calling 
witnesses and werve taken a fairly strong position on that but its not the 
sort of total republican position that - of an outraged minority - itrs 
purely a matter - as I view it - clearly a matter of judgement and has 
no implications for whether you are out to get the president or not. 
I think Rodino you know has put us in a position where nobody can say that 
hers directing a lynch mob - now there are a lot of republicans that feel 
that way but its hard to establish from the record and thatrs not my view 
of it either. Hers bringing along just the way werve got to and werre 
gonna have a show down here in a few days I think on just exactly whose 
going to be called and what areas they are goigg to explore, but if the 
staff does what they say they are going to do, theyr11 have it pretty well 
documented for us as to what witnesses and how werre going to contain them. 
And they do rely too heavily on the element of surprise in that they bring 
this stuff to us too late to consider (W-on the day of) - on the day of or 
on the day before but MER~ hopefully we are - I donrt like to think that 
thatrs motivated by anything but overwork. I suspect that Doar and Rodino 
are going to present us with a fait accompli as to the witness situation 
and werre going to be stuck with it because itrs not going to be all bad. 
Irve been in the General Assembly of Virginia where the democrats would 
make decisions - particularly with reference to the election laws - and 
you could sit there and talk all day but those guys werenrt burdened with 
reasonableness in many instances, and you know, and they just go right on 
and do what they made up their minds to do. Thatrs the way Blackie Moore 
trained them and his protegees were still in command when I left there. 
I think Rodino is taking a little bit different view of it. I think he 
bringing his staff along with the suggestions that are palatable bacause 
they are reasonable and the republicans wind up with a little mit more 
n IN extreme view at the other end and canrt put it over. The unfortunate thin 
r>"'A:, [is Irm turning out to be the weak link in the republican defense here and 
r:,/ I begin to sense a little bit of chagrin on the part of my colleagues but 
~ J - you know - I embarrass them when they need me - and I mean, Butlerrs w there/2h~rf2iJe need himl and Irm sorry and I think Irm separating myself 
~ r. I crUvc.,, 
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B from the view that this is a partisan witchhunt. I don 1 t think that it is. I 
just think its unfortunately developed into a ~itl1,.tig1e1 ,,zbere our horse has 
been indiscre and I ma change my mind. You know we 1 ve him ~ogive us 
counsel to provide us with some t eories o .impeachment based on the evidence 
and that 1 s another one of those Wiggins - Wiggins pressed him on that and 
when we come up with - if they are too esoteric then of course I 1 ll rethink it. 
But I 1 m hoping like on impoundment today that we 1ll turn out that they 1 ve 
- t t they 1ll tell us he haven 1 t ot anything which I suspect that 
t have o an thin lar instances an a my JU gem of 
it right now - that in many cases there aren 1 t an we ve gotten tis big 
fat memorandum yesterday on impoundment for example, which I didn 1 t get 
a chance to do more than scan last night and that 1 s going to be the subject 
of discussion today after we finish the presentation of the evidence. 
c .... t2i=.-









Now the last time we chatted I think was last Thursday morning - no you 
took me to the airport, thatrs right. 
So we got quite a bit of the Thursday session. 
I donrt think therers anything on Thursday that werve havenrt aiscussed. Thatrs 
good. 
Well, the weekend in Roanoke was sort ot 1j£~Jf.esting. I think you ought to 
recognize what sort of weekend we had . ..Ra.'fl~ is in the Navy and he had an opera-
tion and we heard from him and that didnrt go too well. Saturday night, Jimmy 
went out and had a wreck in the automobile. Marshall s t ayed out later than 
we - hers been having some trouble so werve been holding back a little bit -
and he stayed out later than we anticipated so by the time I left Monday morning 
my wife was pretty well worn out. So it just occurred to me that this is not 
altogether a routine weekend but therers a whole lot of ~~EEiRms domestic 
problems that everyone of the peeple on that committee just be having plus the 
pressures of running for reelection. And everybody in the House of RepresentativeE 
is running for reelection and its a pretty poor time to be making the kinds 
of decisions that werve been called on to make now and t h e president, of course, 
is not making it any easier in the sense that hers fighting a public ~lations 
b.a:tlle---and he~ s on the tube every night with this inrcr-east situat1on. I donrt 
think our committee ought to look upon itself as in a battle for the public 
attention or respect but its certainly hurting us badly - all these leaks and 
thatrs the sort of comment you get more and more.I think the status of the 
committee is slipping in the last two weeks just as a result of whatrs going 
on by the so-called leaking. I donrt think its leaking at all I think itrs 
total relief. Itrs J ust disgraceful. Now I donrt know what the answer to it 
is but thatrs one of the problems werre going to be facing. 
I ran into a - we went to a cocktail party a friend of ours had and I ran into 
this ladyrs mother whom rrve known for some little time, and I was impressed 
with her comment. She had supported Nixon all these years because she knew 
V N\>-- he had a Quaker mother, therefore knew he was alright. But sher s no longer 
-fw. satisfied that he is and sher11 never vote for him again. Surprised me a 
~" ~ / - little bit but that - that she took that strong - but nothing was said 
01/ about impeachment. But implicit in that I think is the view of it the 
public eEiasex0NX confidence in him is pretty well shaken, not in his ability 
io govern but in his integrity. This runs pretty deep. 
I played tennis with some people and I got a gratuitous but heavy comment 
~ about - suggesting that it was time to impeach from - and of course this 
country club set is in an economic strata which you would expect to support 
the president so I was a little bit surprised at that. 
w 
B 
What was their reasoning ... 
hers crooked, basically, that was it. My mail is - I sent out a copy 
or r~R Wash ingt on .News repnrt about a radio report in which I described 
the process by which we had - this was about two weeks ago - by which we 
~~ 
)ff 
had reaso.nect that t he___Qresident was entitled t Q_this letter of warning and 
rrmsurprised at the volume - the f. esponse has not been heavy - but the 
response has been heavily @:t- that~, that I 1 ve received indicates that the 
reaction to this is an harrassment of the president. Course, my mailing list 
I would expect to be mostly republ .i cans - this mailing list - but that 1 s 
interesting to me too. 
pr 
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B The other thing that - we did have a column in the newspaper - Washington Post -
and we buy the Washington Post generally at home on Sunday - By Evans and Novak 
in which I was listed as among the four republicans who leaned toward impeach-
ment. Now this is interesting to me from the point of view that I dontt 
consider that I have made any statements one way or the other that would 
indicate my disposition except that I have insisted that I am going to reserve 
judgement until the last minute - I mean until all the evidence is in and so 
this kinda of surprises me but I do think its probably the basis on which we 
know ,Al'ow (not clear think it is) they line up and on which sides are being 
taken. And its shaping up pretty much that way - this article implies that 
republicans are pretty much strong and gotten behind Nixon in many instances . 
I 1 m not sure thatts true. 
vo f We had a republican caucus on Monday afternoon when I got back to Washington 
~ 
7
.J..,._-(this would be yesterday, Monday the 17th) and there is a tendency to refer to 
~ nus" :au as "them11 in a kinda of a polarization along party lines. This 
le J disturbs me because I think that would be disas;:rous for the country if nothing 
~ ./ else. I think probably it is for the presidents short range benefit because 
&v-::JJ:.f it develops into a party line situation, I just dontt think that the 
1tJ:::-- ~emocrats - however right they might be or would have the intestinal fortitute -/r'.-v- to put it through the Senate on that basis. I don t t think they could_. But _the 
~ ~ ~~~en~~f~=t~~~rlt~~ ~~p~~;~;!~H~arty and to t~~ ~R~ presidency, 1 111 put 
.,.. .J-._ 
~✓ 
That goes back to why I think I 1 m the only @Y - why Jtm in this swing group -
is because ~1 m really -EFieoi=g;y guy:::±li.a.±_!'eally thinks itts important to be 
objective about it. I 1 m one of the few guys that really thinks t ts important 
t o separat e t his from the party butlthink tna tr s most-1.mportant. I don 1 t 
s'"et! how we Can serve in a Judi c i al capacity and not be judicious about it. 
And that is not the general view so I could be wrong . 
~~ I mentioned last week that my thinking about what - that wetve pretty much got to crank the national interest into our decision as to what we would do. re-71, ~Itve had some more reflections about that, from my own point of view. I mean 
from the point of view of the national interest - exactly where does this lie. 
fp But I am more and more convinced that thatts - as I think about it - that that 
~ is an important factor and that cuts across the definition of criminality -
~ deh nition of impeachable offense and everything else. What 1 s an impeachable 
offense i J('one circumstance - the identical act might not be an impeachable 
9ffense in another. If we were on - if the British were marching on Washington 
I should think the president would have a license to do a whole lot of things 
that he wouldntt have a license to do under other circumstances and likewise 
Congress ought not to spend its time impeaching while Wasi.ington burns. Its 
"--
just the circumstances may determine it and the national interest is the way 
I would phrase that so - the national interest is the thing that concerns me . 
~ 
xzxhRz~ERSRn:k If the President goes scott-free and by scott-free I donrt 
- that would mean to me nothing on the record indicating our displeasure with 
/~'I'- his course of conduct - I donrt know whether that would be construed as 
: condoning whatrs going on or not but I suspect that it would. There wouldnrt 
; ,, be any other way to explain it to the public. Now I donrt know ix of any 
j lesser way - nobody rs talked seriously about r ~solutions of censure .. I don rt 
thinlL_thatxx would effectively amount to anything and i t would certainly gie 
.fa& be a poor response to them - I mean politically it just wouldnrt be feasible 
~ 
for the republicans to censure their own president whil~ the democrats would :!J. want to impeach him. Sg - a a ractical matter, that would be out . .. a mi.ma. 
, ~ good middle ground but as a political matter I just ti tat would be opeless 6 
~L~ but how we avoid condoning it is,perhaps - in the impeachment area - but 
"7/ ~hatrs kind of ex°:em: t~erapy though . Pm not~~Rough that t~_na~~~~~l 
interest doesnrt lie in impeachment rather th an - xx e pre~t 
ratner t'han the earlier view that the national i nt erest demandeu. L»a1- vvco ,.__ s;; s-p-
.,,,.--
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B t~~x president in office. This is asswning a guilt of an offense and weTre 
trying to weigh that now. 
,/1 J..(JI1m upset about his going to the mid-eas:L HeT s gotten a lot of publicity out 
Y~ of it but ITm not sure that heTs not making some committments that are unwise. 
•rf:.,,....,1 I 1 m not deeply enough involved in our foreign policy to know whether these 
~ --v-are wise or unwise but it concerns me that the president has ~~x quite obviously 
'A0 . ~ndertake ·s mission as a ploy in the continuing battle between the Judiciary 
. ,-.,(,1-✓ 1 Co tee and t e Executive Branc . It's entirely consistent with what we have 
,Vl/v~ learned of the president 1 s personality when he talked about dairy interests, 
~ .,,, ,· and when he talked about blackmail and so I don 1 t have a lot of trouble in my 
L,_,i\.)--- mind resolving that this determination was made - the balance_was_pushe.d_ip 
I',:,' the favor of the presidents going by the political considerations - _which I 
think is legitimate but its a little bit frightening when the stakes are so high . 
So there again, heTs on the threshold now of a trip to Moscow and SALT negotia-
tions - actually I guess its preliminary nogotiations is all that he does - its 
a SALT negotiating atmosphere at best (W - Mood at any rate) Mood, yeah, that 1 s 
right, that 1 s good. (W-policy is what the other people are followi.ng) Yeah, that 1 s 
it but - and I don 1 t know at that level what sort of committments are made but 
quite obviously heTs expecting to come back with some sort of diplomatic 
trlwnpn and the circwnstances are such that a failure to come back with this 
cfif}tomatic triwnph and 1irs personaTity is s uchthat the failure 1:0 come back 
wit · tic triwnph, would be unthinkable and therefore would be unthink-
J'~ ~ able bee his uin battle with t:J:re-:Jufilciaiy committee, therefore 
~ Tm concerned about the judgemen a e is exercislng in going and what the 
~-:--f lational - what the affect of it is and so when we talk about national interest 
Jf- ~V\J'it just .2_eems to me that we can rt live under a cloud of this sort and the ..,_, i:-~ n~intere.s.t is - ~e:tj-e&=<ilu:: cleaning it up one way or "the other· and that 
f'\.fi :,,,.\ means in - · he evidence is there, we've got to impeach, rather than keep 
r/4~ i angling. So I guess I 1 ve retrea e _ muc rom my earlier view that 
1/ l we just can rt afford to get rid of the president - we can T t afford to keep him 
1
'i~ if heTs gu.ilty of an impeachable offense because hers going to be playing this 
~!~ -=i; game.!... He Ts hwnan and we know his personality now that hers going to be playing 
~
his game from now on. So if we Tye gc'i: the ge8B>B on h.i.J:R no strike :r~¼t.1t --i-f 
~ 
the evidence is there ; then I don 1 t think weTve got any business turning out! 
back on it. I guess that I 1 ve been kinda of circuitous but thatTs the way I 1 ve 
come. 
That 1 s about all that occurred to me over the weekend that I wanted to think 
about. 
I _go think that Kissinger cracked - weTve got to recognize that Kissinger in 
a sense under pressure--::-- it certainly conducted - thinking we had the experience 
of some intemperate remarks by an overworked Secretary but also an overworked 
prima donna and it restores my theory of recognition of the fact that the 
President of the United States is tough cause heTs been subjected to that 
sort of stuff for 18 months and he really hasnTt had an outburst that was that 
bad for a long time - not since California - and even then he contained 
himself until the election was over so he must be a pretty highly disciplined 
man but capable of relaxing in conversation pretty often. 
The republican caucus yesterday - we just kinda kicked it around - but this 
issue of witnesses is going to be critical because there are areas. Now - I 
want you to know that I 1 m reserving the right to cut anything out - I mean 
for example, Tom Railsback and I were chatting in the cloak room yesterday 
(W - you mean on private, something that you 1 ve said very private) Yeah, sure. 
Je were,As he says, visiting with one another in the cloak room because heTs also been 
mentioned as one of these marginal people (In Evans and Novak colwnn) and he 
said an interesting thing - first I said well, have you talked to Walter 
Flowers? And he said well, Walter - he had evidently gone on a fishing trip or 
something. But Walter had come to the conclusion that I had come to a long time 
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'11.A B ago that there are about six people that are going to swing votes and he 
, ...,. ~ considers himself one of them and Railsback and I think myself and tbatTs 
fl,~ ~ nter~t,_~ think my forecast was accurate. That this is the way 
7 tlie tf1ing is going to come out. And he feels pret:ty much that same way 
1'1w and he - like me - doesn 1 t want to impeach but hefs not going to turn aside. 
We both agree that $75,000 a off is ver cr1 in the area of whatTs 
/A gain on and whet er its JJTI eachable or not and he 1 s studied t _ 
7 l)~ ~e 1 s gone back several times and is ene to the tapes. I 1 m 
rl J.. ot that ki - I like to play it all I ~~ g_et enough of a view af what !Tm loo ing for an so wonTt go back and look .~ again at those things until I have several other people tell me that what 
t,'{~ theyTve found then itTs a whole lot easier to listen to and it makes you 
r'/ : more alert. But John Deans - basically his feeling as a lawyer - is that u 
the examination of John Dean - of course by the President and the Senate - was 
nQ! intent and not direct to this point and its still not clear, from him 
r \ ana me, and I agreed with this - as to who said to John Dean - nTell Prez LaRue { to pay the money. TT And zxagE:ee:ciizNi:xlaxid~.i:s so that Ts where we are and he feels that its important that John be called witness:e:s. And I do to clear 
up that point. I also said its exactly $75,000 
id over in 
o was at the partv----.:ma-he 
it took place on that night and thereTs only one guy there that' can te~~ us 
§What night that party was - and thatTs the way they tied it together to that 
:i{~ight and that conversation. W:ei;; Well, I think that 1 s a pretty thiR r~e~ 
.:tcrboot the president on. Railsback'"ttoesn 1t have any problem on that. Wiggins 
does, I do - but there are ~points we ought to explore. ThatTs the sort of 





what you want to know and then ask the witnesses - bring him in there. But 
the republicans are talking more in terms of giving St. Clair a chance to 
break down the credibility of John Dean and so forth. d~H~tthatTs an 
intermidable project - not too effective, I mean, you k:»mN know really 
when - only on Perry Mason do they break down and cry. And so you really 
wonTt get very far in the long run on that but I think thatTs what scaring 
Peter Rodino off. And thatTs what I tried to say to the caucus, weTve got 
a more reasonable in what we are asking. 
You said that yesterday .. 
Yes, I said that yesterday and of course everybody agrees with that - well, 
no, not everybody, but many of them do. Now, weTve had some discussion of 
several things - I have some note,s here about Bob McClory insisting that 
we ought to start in terms of just exactly whatTs going into the record that 
goes to the floor and that is important because thereTs a lot of that stuff 
that doesnTt need to be made public. A lot of people 1 s lives are going to 
be hurt and that sort of thing. So, we havenTt gotten much news on whatTs 
- how that record:s is going to be put together but that 1 s something we ought 
to be thinking about. 
WeTve got - I canTt understand something I've got written here, that's what 
concerns me - the bombing of Cambodia is another thing thatTs concerned us. 
ThereTs a lot of stuff in a memorandum on that - that ought not to be made 
public and Rodino doesnTt want to make it public because the crazies will 
just blow it up - Bob Drinan is - you know - heTs kinda got some kinda of a 
messanic fixture - fixation about that thing and hefll want to beat it to death. 
Clearly to me that 1 s not in the impeachable area and we ought to just quietly 
let it die but thereTs some question as to whether thatTs going to happen. So 
thereTs this problem about how to handle that and thereTs the problem about -
well, basically, weTve got a problem on what weTre going to cut out now. WeTve 
talked about that earlier but now we 1 re down to the nitty-gritty of it. WeTve 
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B got a memorandum on impoundment which is pretty objective but indicates 
clearly that we are getting into a policy area when we talk about that and 
we ought to remove that but we havenrt made any procedural determinations 
about how thatrs going to work. 
The other thing that came up yesterday is the question of how we 1 re going to 
proceed now. We are at a tremendous disadvantage in that the staff - the 
committee staff is of course going to be a good deal more expert on whatever 
area we have so there are some 17 areas of inquiry - of possible impeachment 
co ideratinn and were onna - 17 specific items - ng 
to win up pretty much d in that we are icans 
i SRXSXEINXX*XKE1txtxskzf0~eR specialitjes eciality 
areas to - so a we wi e in a posi ion to respond to what the staff has 
to say about that. And that raised the question about the extent to which 
the minority staff is going to be available to the minority in this area of -
during our preparation and study of these problems. And we left that sort 
of in the a~RX~ air. am Garrison said we ought to take that up with Jenner 
and resolve that pretty soon. o a a maJority xmct:kR and a 
\ mino1·1fy staff, we rve just had a committee staff and everybodyr s still upset 
about this guy Dixon putting out all these damn memos. 
W Well, do they think he put them out or that .... 
B No, he wrote 14 of them and turned them over to the democrats and I didnrt 
know that they were being done and I guess we should ask our own counsel 
about it too. Course we keep reading out about whose leaking them out and 
I share the view that this is embarrassing the committee to the extent 
that its emasculating it but I suspect that the crazies are the ones that 
are leaking them . And I don 1 t know what we are going to do about it. 
W Didnrt Rodino mention at some point ... 
now 
B Oh, yeah, they stopped them. They stopped them. But at least 14 - / they are 
not all out yet but maybe they are. But I think thatrs an inexcusable sort 
of - they are probably not confidential but the information on which they 
are based is certainly confidential. And itrs certainly poor taste if -
at the best. 
W There was an article near the end of the week in the Post I think that indicated 
that some of the members of the committee whord been leaking before were now 
saying werd better not do it - we're helping the president. Apparently, xu 
to swing - they were able to xR:ml sense that the /. ..... was going the other way. 
swing of the sentiment 
B If those guys were smart enough to figure it out then it must be obvious. 
W What about the Evans and Novak column that you mentioned? the one tJ:at indicated 
that it was breaking down from their view into about 4 republicans who could 
be a swing vote ... pretty much tlE same ones that you'd me%ioned before with 
the exception of Dennis - how do you size up Dennis now. Uhe still in the 
independent category, would you say? 
B Well, I can 1 t, if I classify Dennis as a parsuadable I was - that was the 
word Newsweek used - if I classified him as a pursuadable, I was a little bit ... 
he's coming firm and firmer in the view that there isn't any impeachable offense 
but he's anxious. Hers got a trial lawyerrs view of the situation and he's 
real anxious to get into this trial aspect of it and to shake up the witnesses. 
But I think he would vote impeachment if the hard evidence were there but he 
puts a pretty high standard on it even now and of course I can't say that's 
wrong. But if I classified him as parsuadable - it was early in the game 
)k 
7 
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B because he 1 s getting firmer and firmer in his view in the course of my reading 
of it. 
I was a little bit sur rised to see Lawrence HO an listed by Evans and Novak 
a a possible impeacbroeut a~JJse_I consi ered him a pretty strong defender of 
the president - kinda along with the others - along with Wiggins, and that 
ine of reasoning which I don 1 t argue with.~M± That 1 s their judgement but I 
ad always thought that he was less of the view that it was a possibility than 
his article indicates. Evans and Novak are from his area - you know - and 
e may very well have chatted with them when they put this thing together. 
o I 1 m not - that was a little bit surprising - that was the big surprise to 
e. I_think Hamilton Fish I think would view his place in the strectrum a 
ittle bit differently from the way Evans and Novak do. That was interesting 
to me too - cause I really haven 1 t - I don 1 t think I 1 ve talked to two members 
of the committee in terms of how do you feel right now and so this is educational 
for me but my reading of - would be pretty much the way Evans and Novak size 
it up except that they inplied that they were somewhat surprised at my view 
but I don 1 t think my view has changed from the first moment. Maybe its just 
surprise that I 1m there, that 1 s all. 
But you know - I get - that 1 s what Helen Dewar, the Washington Post, wanted to 
interview me yesterday because I was a swing - now they call me a swing vote. 
That 1 s hard to understand - that I 1 m suddenly a swing vote in that sense but 
something called National JOurnal asked me - some other publication wanted to 
talk to me yesterday. I 1 m limiting my time now not as a p~iroa danua but 
I 1 ve got to budget it that I don 1 t waste anv time au anybody- that 
ation jn mv district ~ause it)iu~st getting too pressing. 
as~1riect as a swing vote when I really don 1 t reel IIKe t ve 11au a 
change of heart of view from the first kinda puzzles me cause I don 1 t think 
- I think everybody has pretty much got the view that they want to wait until 
all the evidence is in and nobody will say publicly that they have a view -
and yet conclusions are being drawn long these lines and its interesting but 
not althgether inaccurate I guess because the reading of the others is pretty 
clear. 
W You mentioned a little earlier that Railsback and Mann or Flowers had some 
changes ... 
B Yeah, Railsback and Flowers well, now, Flowers and - well, anybody from 
south of the Mason-Dixon line is suspect as far as the liberal democrats 
are concerned and in this category, we 1 ve got in our committee, two from 
Texas but they are Jordan and 13::t!:o@k . g p¾ Jack Brooks - I think hers what 
I would call a primitive democrat. B~~ra Jordan, whose judgement I respect 
b1_;1~:as-~ en~ugh party- person that she would - her 
presumptions I think would favor impeachment. She 1 s fair minded, she 1 s just 
bu~ned with demac:ea.~kground just like I 1rn burdened with ~ican 
background in a sense so I would say that she 1 s not tainted by her geographical 
orig.ins. Ray Thornton who 1 s a very able fella, quiet and able, lix it has been 
my observation of him, has gone along with the democrats almost as if he were 
not from what I would consider south as Arkansas but so that takes us back to 
Walter Flowers and Jim Mann. 
Now I kax2 had lunch with some of his South Carolina congressmen yesterday 
and if their constituents - all S.C. constituents are not too different, and 
pretty much their view was that the people of S.C. that went heavily for Nixon 
are - have confidence in their representatives enough down there that they are 
going to go whatever the judgement of the congressman is - Jim Mann is well 
enough thought of in his community that he 1 s a be bothere too much -
b e wou e vo ing impeachment - he wo n o s job 
by voting an impeac ent. And I wou i tat Waleer Flowers is much the 
same way - a democrat from~the south has a - always has a heavy Nixon vote 
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B but~ don 1 t think that anybody thinks that their job is in jeopody by how they 
might v <Yfeon this. I may prove myself wrong myself - but all of us I think 
-<l b-asically from the south have that feeling contrary to what the press would 
J lead you to believe in many instances so - never the less, they also are the 
(V .~,,u~ sort of democrats that can get away with following a republican line without 
J~f"1w/. being considered disloyal to the party. That 1 s why I consider them pretty 
/ r much swing votes - those two - Maoo and Flowers. They are free to vote this 
,iflr thing - free this thing much the same way I do and I think tney 
v d<2.-- n so I really am interest~ in ow t ey are approaching it and I ~~e:ima 








it jell in their own minds and I 1 ve been kinda following it from a distance 
and I would judge that they are pretty much where I am in their thinking -
that they are still open but that brings us to the swing vote - the 4- that 
Evans and Novak mentioned and the two Mann and Flowers - and only remotely 
possible - Thornton. 
And Jordan you think ... 
J'ordan I think is g~{~t~o - well, I think one thing about Jordan~ hink 
she 1 s u determi~ d in some measure the demo cratic party line so she 1 s going 
aTong with whatever tlie democratic party J:ine develops to be because she 
is gong to be an archetffic~ of it. 
Oh, you think so - she 1 s that potent - pretty intellectual. 
I think she 1 s gotten - yes, L !l:!ink she has that muchinfluenc e with the 
~hairman. You know I way I read that thing, Peter Rodino was in rrouble 
when he first got here on the redistricting and everytliing but this national 
publicity has saved his hide - that and the fact ~ - L thi bk that he 
had the benefit of wise counsel from Barbara Jordan about how to deal with 
q:g; black constituency. Now, that 1s purely surmise but I know from just 
chatting with both of them that there 1 s a certain amount of mutual respect 
there an I t she has the respect - she has the ear of the 
chairman and then I think shes earned it. So she 1 s g oing to be one of 
the arch~tects of t h_e democratic party l ine so that ' s why •I woularr+i:- expect 
her to break with it. 
l/ 
'\ G) 
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B Well the first thing I want to talk about is yesterday we got into a.noNther 
round of discussion about the so-called Dixon memoranda. Thererwas a lot of 
criticism of the guy and of course while we were there, the article came 
out mn the Was · ton Star that mentioned his McGovern back ound. He evidently 
had ware wxt ~~~7RENz a~ overn man and was obviously a. certified 
liberal - certified democrat liberal and had that in common with about 5 members 
of the committee and so certainly so canrt criticize him for that but in response 
A
< to republican complaints - hers a member of the permanent staff not the 
,0,.,, inquiry staff (of the Judiciary Committee) and he prepared these memoranda 
~for members of the committee - the democrats on the committee and 3 of them 
~ 
apparently - this comes from a kinda lunatic fringe of the democrat arty -
tQese recruests~ An tent e repu cans sa we , we oug t we were 
members of the committee too and we ought to have access to them and so 
~ the chairman rulea that - first he ruled that we turn them over to the 
I press and then the prejudical aspects of the pending trial - the trial thats 
due on the 26th of the plummers - so they didnrt want to prejudice that 
situation and Judge Gizelle had xi let it be known that a surge of publicity 
just prior to ttetrial could be prejudical in light of some interpretations 
of the Supreme Court and so for that reason, we were advised by counsel 
not - that the press shouldnrt have them so the Chairman agreed that anybody 
that wanted them could have them. And then they came around and asked us 
- do you want Dixonrs memorandum - so I did, I asked for mine . This is 
on yesterday and then I got mine and thumbed through some of them last night. 
They a.re not very :sJuoi scholarly publications - they a.re nothing but a. 
partisan presentation - sort of - I would think that his assignment was 
read and review the evidence that has been made to date and tell us how you 
can make the best case for impeaching the president. Which if yourre hell 
bent to impeach the president, tha.trs a pretty lCgitimate inquiry cause 
Irm quite sure that on our side, there are republicans that would say to a 
• stafifuember, make me the best case for not impeaching the president. But 
itrd a sort of confidential memorandum that had no business going into the 
press and it had no business at all - 9,ll_d itTs a reflection on the press. 
It isnrt anywhere right - they should not - even had access to it - they 
should have identified exactly what it was and explained what it was._§Q 
it has hurt the committee. It should not have been leaked. I talked Bob 
Ka~flffleieF eorning haC'.k fitom one of our sessions yesterday and he indicated 
to me that they have traced it a member of the personal staff of a member 
of the committee - who evidently deliberately leaked it. Now I donrt if 
they pay for these things or not - Does the press buy these things. (W-not 
that Irve ever heard of) Thatrs not considered unethical, though is it? 
W No, well, itrs considered shady. I think its considered shady - not illegal 
but apparently - somewhat unethical. 
B The reason its unethical because if it got too bad it would cost you too much 
money. 
W Yeah, thatrs right. The publishers are ... 
B yeah, thatrs think thatrs understandable but that's 
the state of - no, he's not been publicly 
castigated o 's uilt~ ad yet - I'm-
ta ing about the the ironical ming , s - gµite o viously 
the committee member who must know of this - if somebody hasnrt a.lreadytold 
hirp - ;i:f of this indiscretion on his own staff, and yet I think if you'll examine 
~is committee member's name - whom I donrt even know - you will find that he 
is one of those people who is agitating for get rid of the president of the 
United States becasue he's responsible for the conduct of his subordinates 
and it irritates the heck out of me because of the gross hypocracy of the 
'\ 
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B people who are really pushing on that extreme of the impeachment spectrum is 
Vapparent to me every day if you look at anything they do. 
We didntt accomplish much yesterday which was Tuesday. 
W Has there been any strong effort to trace the source of the leaks -
B No police effort but there isntt any doubt about it that itts Em1barrassing 
to the responsible elements of the committee - on both sides. Rodino particularly. 
A _,,,,,./' Well, yeah, well he ought to be cause he cantt handle his own people and that 
' L.-/' screwball Dean Birch and bi.B crowd are making hay out of it and properly so, 
I'""""guess. But thatts about it on that score. -
We listened to a tape yesterday and I 11u~B missed part of it but it's a 
conversation of the president listening to a conversation - an earlier tape 
NllNX~~x» between Dean and himself and Haldem! is present and they are 
discussing it. At this time Haldeman is stil n the - in a staff position 
and at the time, it is not generally known th the has the tapes. The 
conversation is therefore very garbled now I kNEN dontt know whether they 
are - exactly whether they are listening to it on earphones or what - thatts 
not altogether clear to me but there are enough exerpts from the earlier 
conversation that keep bobbing up - either they just finished listening to 
it or not - but itts kinda a shorthanded exchange so its awfully difficult 
to listen to and wwfully difficult to come to a conclusion. 
W So what it amounts to is a tape of the president listening to tapes -
B Either listening or discussing a tape that hets just listened to. He may 
turn it on for a little white and turn it off or what - you know - itts 
hard to tell exactly whatts going on but you cantt the tape. 
W You cantt hear the earlier tape ... 
B No, you cantt hear the earlier tape. Mostly I think - the way I viewed it 
is that they just finished listening to it. Now they may go back every now 
and then and review their notes and something of that nature. 
W The committee equipment is not quite that good. 
B I think the committee equipment is that good - I just ±ka± think that their 
conversation is disjointed because one element of it is missing. They may 
be looking at notes. So its real difficult to foliliow exactly what they 
said and his thought processes keep jumping anuund. It doesntt sat.:i;fy me 
at all that the president had any prior knowledge of the - prior to the 
March 21st tape - thatts what theytre listening to - prior to that time 
they didntt have any knowledge of the coverup. Now others have different 
views but there are implications in it that indicate he might have but 
Itve got to go back and listen to it again and carefully - in fact this is 
the sort of thing that requires a lot of listening to do it. There are 
some affidavits ... 
W How important is that point whether he knew 4 days earlier about the Watergate 
situation 
B Well, it makes him out a~~ because - well, you know, the whole vruestion _ 
that concerns me - the exi~ent the President of the United States can take 
a public position contrary to the facts as he knows them. No I think therets 
a certain amount oflicense - I mean, for example, if you start editorializing 
on a particular point - like that - if hets said well, now, actually on March 21st 
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except for a 5 minute conversation - or except for an inkling of this - you 1 ve 
got tkexfReiiNgsza0.N.zgeNe~aii±iRsxt»z~0N~e~xtkexmRssage to deal in generalities 
to gRtxtkexmessage convey the message . Four or Five days, I don 1 t think is 
significant. But the whole point of consciously having enough evidence to indicate 
that he consciously set out to deceive is the thing that disturbs me. That 1 s 
why I was upset about Kleindist. I felt like in that particular instance, 
that was exactly what it was. Judge Hart however, didn 1 t think that Kleindist 
had committed such an offense - an ofeense of such great magnitude. I see in 
the morning paper that his dis-harment proceedings are under consideration -
Kleindist and I just wonder whether Jaworski and all of those people in their 
efforts to get theking-pin or efforts to get somebody are overdoing this 
immunity and this light sentence situation. I 1 ve always been of the view 
the higher you go - the punishment ought to be more severe..:.., Course there is 
the accompanving thing that the public disgrace is the real punishment but 
resent an example for the ffinlisterl men - the example for 
the people that justice is even-handed. And me that it 
h s not shown u that way in this particular ess 
gracious - I see where es dealt lig 
that - but the whole view of it is beginn1.ng 
I had a chat with John McAllister on the floor yesterday and he 1 s quite 
conservative and I would think, like most republicans - good republicans -
extremely reluctant to impeach the president. 
W Where is he from? 
B ~ebraska - and his view of it was - it looks like things are looking up for 
the president in the last two weeks and I just had to say then - and I 1 ll 
say now - that that 1 s quite true in the sense that the evidence that they 
v are directly their attention to is less embarrassing than the other - but 
the $75,000 still hangs over our heads ... Kleindist still hangs over our 
heads and we haven 1 t gotten to tax fraud but the~ rest of the things 
lohl<.ed pretty good until yesterday - course - pretty much - was the 
Saturday night massacre and the April 30, 1973 down to the present. That 
JJas the thing. 
Now during this period, what 1 s his name - is it Caufield - no Caufield is 
/ the policeman, Butterfield. Butterfield spilled the beans about the tapes, 
\ and that kinda changed the view of things. John Dore spent the whole damned 
day tracing the title or the pedigree or the custody of two tapes: one that 
had the 18 min. - 18 ~ ~ min. gap in it - and the other one that had the V ' 
April 15, 1972 tape that ended in the middle of the afternoon. And of 
course there 1 s the implication in all of this - that 1 there 1 s more of 
the April 15th tape around than we saw - than has been revealed to the 
committee. But it 1 s all supposition. 
W Did he give any reason for supposing that? 
B Every now and then somebody would take them out - withdraw them and log them 
out but I thought his detective work was pretty thin because for example 
one log indicates the tapes from April 14- to April 16 - well, that doesn 1 t 
mean that April lSth was complete at all. That just simply means that 
whatever tapes there were on that day were taken out and then they semt 
back - at one time - and asked for an April 15th tape - there 1 s also situations 
where Stephen Bull had access to - had more tcpes checked out than he delivered 
to Rosemary and - a few things like that that indicates some detective work 
is confused but basically it was an experience in tracing the custody of 
these particular tapes -a»£ painfully, slow, unnecessarily so experience 
for the committee - I feel quite sure that - without knowing a thing about 
John Dore that he must have spent some little time as a - keeping pEdigreed 
~onnnnc Tn~ rho ~mp~;~~n KonnPl r.lub or somethin~ of that nature because 
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B he just beat it to death and got/ nowhere as far as I can tell. That's my 
view of it. Its exculpatory for the present point of view. 
There was a 5 minute interval when he had a - was listening over Rosemary's 
shoulder but - I mean glll:x.Ng I going on assuming the v«.rac..i.ty of everybody 
involved and I just don't thm.nk that its the sort of thing that you could 
really lie about and convincingly - ixmRaN, you know, all of this tape is 
just in such detail and foililishness and things t4at I think from what I . 
read and listen to - not listen toi~e£a¥s~h~r ~fi@nefiaeftciYi§a¥~ pr~~~Rt0 n this? 
is that - and it's been pretty much public all along that there's no reasonable 
explanation to this poi nt from what we've heard but the gap or the tape tra t 
ran out - if there's any iNiiea±i0» implication for the president, it's only 
implicit - no, implied. There 1 s no involvement of the presidentp-n it in any 
way. 
W Did they come up with the - so-called experts report (B-no, we haven't gotten 
to that) you haven't gotten to that. 
B No, but we should get to trat today. There's a distinction that the president 1 
made in a conversation with Richardson - now this is another thing that gives 
:i you the view that the staf:fk is - its objectivity is slipping every now and 
then - they make - at the time Richardson wrote the aharter for Archibald Cox 
he had a waiver of immunity expression from tlE president and that was the 
representation that was made to the Senate committee and in the charter and 
then the president and Richardson had a privateconversation before :fdtR any 
swearing in or anything 2iN in which the president says to Richardson that 
he makes - that he's waiving his testimony - but he 1 s not waiving his 
executive privilege as to any documents. Now genner went to a lot of trouble 
to tell us his legal opinion to the effect that a waiver of testimony :i§ a 
waiver as to docwnents - that there's no such distinction as to those type 
of waivers - a _ aiver ai to doc ~ . d in the testimony. But he 
did concede that it was possible to waiver - to have a imite aiver - you 
know, limited in time, limited as to items as so forth. But I felt like that 
Jenner and - Jenner was spending his time telling us that the president 
was wrong legally when £be presentation should have been directed as this was 
the factual situation ru the president interpreted it because there's a 
suggestion - there 1 s going to be - we haven't fired Cox yet but we will this 
morning I suspect - there's a suggestion that there's going to be some effort 
to suggest that the president in firing Box washed out on his deal and ±NR~R now 
ought to be impeached - well, that's a lot of bologna - that's the way 
I view it now. Well, we 1ll have to see what legal opinion has this morning. 
In listening to the tape I was - first time we had heard Haig on the tape, 
now he was there with Haldeman - have I been saying Haldeman - I thought it 
was - doggonned - I better look at that - Stop that tape! I 1 ve been saying 
Haldeman - it ,was~ but Haldeman was still at the White House. Haig 
was the one I listened to in his conversation with the president and not 
geman - we can get that straight. But I was surprised to learn that Haig 
is a forceful and you i know ;:,.,.he ta"lk~ng and with_ convjction and uot 
as much as a syco~hant as I thought from his public appearances, I think he's 
on the same wave length as the president entirely in these conversations 
and he 1 s a pretty forceful guy whiifh was not the impression Irrve had from 
him before. 
W Didn't seem to be a yes man. 

















to be on the White House staff. 
How do you mean, a good hater,,. 
Well, I mean, you know, when the president said - you know - they NRR~ were 
cussing Dean kinda - he got in i:NR~RXMXIm±xs~RRi£iRaii~ the act - not 
specifically but he talked that way a little bit and si also lawyer Ziegler 
was there and throwing in his legal opinion - ix~R~ and he is something 
to belhold - I wish werd had a better tape - of the conversations that I listened 
to him on - just were terribly difficult - and Irm going back and listen to 
them i:m:t:R~ and may have some more canments EJQXXNRlXl - I hope I can get a chance 
t~ sneak over there today and listen to them. 
Ziegler was not very impressive ... 
Ziegkkr was not very impressive. Now - I got - what time of day is it? 
:05 - we ought to leave here pretty soon. 
Just one interesting thing - during the course of the tapes - they started 
·talking about that fella from Virginia thrt: we were gonna put on the Supreme 
Court - and they couldnrt think of his name right off the bat - finally got 
it straight - Poff - and thatrs about it tt. 
What did they say about Poff ... ·--That1s all they said - didnrt mention his qualifications - just decided it 
was amusing that they had trouble. 
How in the world did he come into that context ... 
Oh, itrs hard to tell, I mean, the conversation goes all over the wall, 
it was also talking about - they mentioned Lewis Powell - at the same time. 
No, there was any real Eeason for it to pop up but fuhey just kinda - they did. 
This was all on that June-4:tl:i ~ 
Right - June 4-th. Now we were - we quit with the discussion about Cox and 
Richardson but the 2 howdown between Co~ QOuld have been avoided - it seems 
to me - based on my view of it - Cox still thought there was room for compromise 
but they called him at home - Charles Allen Right called him at kim home - and 
then he kinda put it off until the next day and then wrote a little letter 
and they sent it over there but we quit a little hurriedly yesterday but 
it seems to ±ka± me that either the White House wanted to get to him or this guy 
Wright is all thumbs. But fuhere was a legitimate area for working out their 
differences, I thought - thatrs my impression of it at the moment - now to 
- and itrs all like a soap opera - cause we quit in the middle - werre going 
to pick it up again this morning axcaxzx.mxrull±xg~1ma but it was handled poorly 
and Irm not gonna - and I donrt belive right - from what I read of his handling 
of it was the right guy - the correct guy to be in this situation for handling 
a delicate negotiation - I mean just cause you know a lot about the constitution 
- maybe Cox might be a little abrasive too - in his relationship - but they 
had the wrong two guys. Breshnev and Nixon could have worked it out alright 
but 
Where there tapes 
No, No an exchange of letters and memorandum and testimony and interviews. But 
that 1s my impression at this moment. Course with all this stuff about 
executive orivile~e - and the relationship of testimony and documents and all 
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B that sort of stuff - and it brings the current controversy before the Supreme 
Court as to Jaworski into a pretty sharp focus and so at this moment, there 1 s 
- we really haven 1 t resolved the question between the president and Richardson 
and the White House as to the extent of waiver and all that stuff and its 
all before the Supreme Court and so that 1 s going to give new interest to it. 
I haven 1 t done a very good job of really - if we deciae that this exchange 
is useful - I ought to go back and try to polish it up in terms of phrasing 
up the legal part of it. (W - okay) 1 cause tha~ is significant. 
W The Supreme Court decision could be a real turning point, couldn 1 t it. 
Bcy<Well, the Supreme Court decision - well, it could cut - well, I guess what 
- the impression that i e abroo.d is that the Su reme Court 
ision is going to defiime the law in th-e ar·ea _-_ - vero executive privilege 
/ 
and - i-n some areas. And for t' a reason, it rs going to- re -e . --
an impeachment in · _ is not the si ni · · , · r he state 
ssident 1 s mind - as to - because after all - imtention is very 
significant so there ore I'm going back and review this thing in my own mind 
to see - but for this conversation and incidentally, Richardson affadavit 
was made only this last week - or one that 1 s the basis for our inquiry - and 
it was only in the latt week that we got this inforrrat:i.on from Mr. Richardson 
and - I mean - this affadavi~. So, it 1 s contemporary and I thought exculpatory. 
In that regard - cause I don 1 t see anything thus far in the Sat. night massacre 
that indicates that the president ought to be removed from office. 
W So far you see nothing that indicates that would have been part of a pattern 
of trying to cover up ... 
~B 
I don 1 t think----- any coverup at all, it 1 s purely - I think the president 




a.lJ01wed but - you know - we aven t fired him yet so we 1 ll - today - we 1ll 
know a littlebit more about it. 
One more thing - Frolich - our right wing friends therE on the end of the 
republican bench have been taking a~Eii a poll as to odds - rated all the 
republicans as to which ones would vote for impeachment and I don 1 t know whether 
its a floating poll or a dated poll but - as of yesterday - I was number 7. 
W Evans and Novak did better or worse for you ... 
B Well, I think the same 7 they had were the same 7 we 1 ve got but 
W Had you rated Hogan ... 
w 
Yeah, they said Hogan was more likely because of his gubernatorial ambitions 
- I think - but I don 1 t think the poll is too reliable except as a fRwXsRKkimeR±~r 
view of sentiment. 
What :is. was it that Del Latta was 
that Evans and N0 vak interpreted 
lie talked to you since? 
by 
supposed to have said to you aEENX the way 
it as upbraiding you - (BOI don 1 t know) Has 
B Yeah, yesterday, he said somebody had called his attention to the article 
and he had no recollection of it. (WDo you have any recollection of it?) Well, 
he did ask me - in his own sweet abrasive manner, which didn 1 t offend me a bit 
because I thought that was the nature of the beast, he did ask me why I wanted 
o strengthen the thing - Did I talk about - it 1 s pretty philosophical and I 
~ 
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may be wrong - some of the republicans feel like that there is a conspiracy 
to get rid of the president and if there are any loop holes in the presentation 
that we ought to - that they ought to be allowed to - president ought to be 
made available - all the technical opportunities that he has. I just simply 
had a different view of it - my view of it is that werre lawyers and we're 
supposed to do it in the best professional manner that we can and that this 
· an investigation and if I think the subpena is sloppy I ought to say ao.____.../ 
rtrs interesting to compare the subpenas that the news about Jaworski with the 
one that we used and the thing - the tightening up operation that I suggested 
was pretty much the same thing - the change that I would have made appeared 
to me had already been made in substance in the Jaworski subpenas so I may be 
wrong. 
W So Latta may have aaid like - well, why the hell did you do that ... ----- -
B Yeah, that's exactly what he aaid. Why did you want to do that, why did you 
want to strengthen the subpena and my answer was quite to the point that 
I think our obligation is to do it right that and that's what I was trying 
to do because I don't want technical objections, I want substantive objections 
and that it basically a philosophical differen~e and I didnrt consider that 
it was personal at all and I don't know who was present when the conversation 
took place but it wasn't that big a deal. 
-30-
